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Clinton makes challenge on health care

)4

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
nod to political reality, President
Clinton said Wednesday night he
would sign either Democratic
health care plan now before Congress, even though the Senate
measure falls short of his promise
to cover all Americans.
He challenged Republicans to
support Democratic plans or
come up with their own to help
middle-class Americans.
"The questions now should
shift to them," Clinton told an
evening East Room news conference, accusing 24 GOP senators

t.

of abandoning their support for
universal coverage because of
political pressure. "Are we going
to cover all Americans or not?"
Clinton's 50-minute evening
news conference came as congressional hearings on the administration's handling of the
Whitewater affair dragged late
into the night. The inquiry
loomed as a distraction to Clinton's effort to sell health care and
the $33 billion anti-crime bill.
The president predicted the
administration would be cleared
BILL CLINTON
of any wrongdoing. "I welcome
this investigation. And it will all along," he said. He expressed
vindicate what I have been saying' confidence in his deputy treasury

secretary, Roger Altman, even in
the face of congressional questions about his candor.
For all Clinton's talk of universal i:ovcrage, Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell's health
care plan is designed to cover 95
percent of Americans. Still, Clinton-said he would sign it because
he believed it could ultimately
serve as a vehicle to Universal
ctiveragc. He also plugged a
House Democratic version closer
It) his original plan, but refused
to say which of the two he
preferred.
White House allies realized
that there was no way that a plan

mandating average of all Ameriscrapped. But Dole told reporters
he didn't rule out agreement on a
cans could ever pass the Senate
— and Clinton's decision to go
health care compromise. "We
with the Mitchell measure was a
could still put a bill together. I
concession to political reality.
don't think it's over," he said.
Public support for Clinton's
Speaking shortly after the presproposal has fallen dramatically,
ident, Senate Republican Leader
and Clinton sought. to cast the
Bob Dole said Mitchell's proposal — although far less ambitious. House and Senate Democratic
plans as substantial improvethat the House bill — still had
ments. Both would take more
serious shortcomings and that the
time
to phase in dramatic
Republicans would offer a comreforms, offer consumers more
peting bill before week's end.
choices and make coverage for
Dole called the Mitchell propsmall businesses more affordable.
osal "a government run health
"The plan I originally propcare system" that includes too
osed
-has been changed and much
many taxes as well as health care
mandates that should be • See Page 2

Lovett closed
for repairs
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

"We know

Locals
share
memories
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

we

Instead of hearing the sounds
can't go in and use
of violins and sweet sopranos
'coming from Lovett Auditorit until we get it
ium, the air will be filled with
cleaned up..."
noises of an extensive cleaning
project — at least for the next
Dr. James Booth
few months.
(MSU provost)
Ed West, director of facilities
management at Murray State
University, said the actual audi"The auditorium has 2,200
torium will be closed until
seats and the only other place
'.repairs have been made as a
that big on campus is Racer
'result of smoke' and water
Arena," he said.
damage.
Dr. Gary Hunt, dean of the
The damage was caused by a
College of Fine Arts and Comfire in mid-July that devastated
munication, said several options
the Fine Arts Annex, which is
are being considered for relocaconnectederro Lovett
tion of events.
Auditorium.
"The auditorium is very func"We're going to try and leave
tional to this community," he
the classrooms on the south side
said. "I believe every Murray
open," West said.
High graduation has been there,
Joe Hedges, manager of the
at least since I have been here.
MSU News Bureau, said 1,500 There are a lot of sentimental
square feet of flooring will have
ties such as the university
to be replaced, in addition to
chamber orchestra, the childthe stage.
ren's theatrical production, fall
"The slow part is the stage
informal dance program,
itself since it is a working stage
Founder's Day, concert at
and must be built to certain speHomecoming and the Quad
cifications," he said.
State competition for regional
Wet said it will be a monuschools."
mental task to get the auditorFor the past several years,
ium back to normal and it won't
Calloway County High School
happen overnight.
graduation has also been held in
"We will have to replace the
the auditorium, as well as varistage curtains and the drapes
ous beauty pageants.
and we are planning to try and
Dr. James Booth, provost and
dry clean the seats," he said.
vice president for academic and
Because of smoke and soot
student affairs, said bids will be
damage, the auditorium will
sent out next week for the
have to be repainted.
cleaning process.
West said no— damage esti"We know we can't go in and
mates are available and that he
use it until we get it cleaned up
doesn't even have a ballpark
figure.
•See Page 2

ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledger Times photo
Murray State University Public Safety officer Bob LaMore guards an entrance of the Fine Arts Annex while
Insurance adjustors and Independent contractors continue to inspect damage caused by the July 15 fire.

From basketball games to compulsory chapel, anyone who
is familiar with Murray State
University can conjure up
memories about Lovett
Auditorium.
Built in 1928 under the direction of Murray State President
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, it was
originally called the Auditorium. The building is the third
oldest on campus.
The auditorium was named
after Wells' daughter, Laurine
Wells Lovett, while Dr. Constantine (Deno) Curris was
president.
Wells' grandson, Wells
Lovett of Owensboro, has many
Fond memories of the building.
Lovett, 71, serves as a member of the university's board of
regents. He said that although
he can't remember the dedication of the buildipg, he remembers when the building was
under construction. "When I was at Murray
Training School, I played regulation basketball in the auditorium," Lovett said. "I remember watching the regional high
school basketball tournament
there between Kirksey and New
Concord."
Lovett said that he cheered
for New Concord, much to the
dismay of his mother, who had
been born in Kirksey.
Lovett's ties to Murray State
have always been strong, especially since he was born in Oakhurst, the president's home.
"I have a clear memory of
MI See Page 2

State ends year with surplus Yugoslavia cuts
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislators are a little leery of the,
budget surplus claimed by Gov.
Brercton Jones' administration
and said it isnot reason enough
to revive a debate over construction projects.
The size of the surplus is open
to interpretation. Officials of
Gov. Brcreton Jones' administration said Wednesday the surplus
.lighns_ $98 millinn Another caiyulation would make for a
surplus of $55 million. Yet a
third would show the state had

We don't need to come up here and
another fist fight."
Larry Clark

have

(House Speaker Pro Tern)
SI43 million on hand at the end
argument to ,ask the legislature
of the fiscal year on June 30, for permission to build.
1994.
"There's a lot of politics and
"It's just good news," Finance
economics" involved, Mulloy
Secretary Pat Mulloy said. "I said.. "I wouldn't want to specudon't want to overstate what this
late on what it means for that."
means-. Ner-do- I want-to under= - —House SpeakerWcire-m arry
stale it."
Clark, D-Louisville, said the figMulloy dodged questions about
ures only confirmed his convicwhether this would give Jones an
tion that there has been money

available tor construction. But he
said Jones should lohbx the
Senate to drop its opposition
_before the subject gets to the
legislaeure again.
"We don't need to come up
here and have another fist fight,"
Clark said.
•
Other legislators were skeptical
ol the.calculattons, but said if the
money was real, it could merit
another look at eonstraction.
"Let's See if the: funds go beyHouse

Appropriations and

• See. Page 2

ties with Serbs
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) — Yugoslavia severed all political and economic ties today with Bosnian Serbs, who have relied
on Belgrade for military and other supplies during their 28-monthold war against Muslims and Croats.
The announcemeht of the immediate cutoff came after Bosnian
Serb leaders rejected the latest international peace plan for a third
time Wednesday.
President Slobodan Milosevic of Serbia, the region's main power
broker, is widely viewed as the chief instigator of the war in Bosnia
and the earlier war in Croatia.
But Serbia, the dominant state in Yugoslavia, faces a tightening
of 2-year-old trade sanctions punishing it for its tole in the war.
•See Page 2
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•Customer Appreciation Days will be
'held at Us Murray-Calloway County Park
Pool on Thursday and Friday from ti:X
to p.m. Mainly is-$1. FareayNght is
Thursday and akage night Is Friday.
Proceeds will help fund other projects in
the park.

III The executive board of the players'
association meets today to consider
chanOng the union's Aug. 12 strike
deadline, as talks with owners have
staled OWN a payment to the players'
pension plan.

II Southwest Elementary's Site-Based Council will have a work session beginning at 6 p.m. Monday at the school.
III East Elernentary's Site-Based Cairncli will meet at 330 p.m Tuesday at the

Page 8
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FROM PAGE 1
of it for the better," he said.
In his State of the Union message, Clinton made a dramatic
threat to veto any measure that
did not guarantee universal
coverage.
Adding a personal touch to his
health care lobbying, Clinton
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introduced two men who came to
Washington aboard the bus caravans that have been crisscrossing
the country in support of universal coverage.
One of the men buried his wife
two days ago, after she died of
cancer that was left untreated for.
months because they had no
coverage; the other lost an arm in
a motorcycle accident and hasn't
been able to get insurance.
"If the program works for
John -Cox and Daniel Lumley —
then I will be for it," Clinton
,"said as the men stood nearby.
The third evening news conference of the Clinton presidency
came at a time his job approval
rating has been sliding. From the
outset, the president tried to
remind the viewing public of his
accomplishments. In a defiant opening statement,
Clinton said critics on both the
right and left were dead wrong in
predicting his economic and trade
policies would destroy the recovery, explode the deficit and throw
millions of Americans out of
work.
Rattling off a list of accomplishments, Clinton said nearly 4
million jobs had been created
during his tenure, the federal
budget deficit was heading down
for the third consecutive year,
and _taxes have been cut for millions of low-income familiq and
small businesses.
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"None of this came without a
tight and nor we are involved in
two more historic fights," Clinton said, the crime bill and health
care debates.
Just hours before the news
conference, the Senate, at the
urging of Republicans, put Clinton on notice that it wanted him
to/ seek such congressiogal
approval.
Clinton refused to offer any
timetable for a decision, saying
he hoped Haiti's military leaders
would answer international
demands that they step down. "I
don't want to cross that bridge
until we come to it," Clinton
said.
Responding to the furor at congressional Whitewater hearings
over Altman's truthfulness, "I do
not countenance anybody being
less than forthright with the
Congress."
• But he added, "The Secretary
of the Treasury has confidence in
him and so do I, and I think he
has now answered all questions
the Senate could possibly have
about an incident that involved
no violation of the law and no
violation of ethics."
Clinton said he was not watching the hearings.
On other issues:
—Clinton noted that nuclear
talks with North Korea resume in
Geneva on Friday. He said North
Korea's "fate is still in its own
hands" as it decides how to deal
with western demands that it end
its nuclear weapons program.
—A self-described lifelong
baseball fan, Clinton said it
would be heartbreaking if baseball players carry out their
threatened strike, scheduled to
begin .Aug. 12. He said his administration would get involved "if
we can play a constructive role ...
we all -hope a strike can be
averted."
.—He said he believes Syria
and Israel want to settle their differences, although he acknowledged difficult issues remain
between the longtime enemies.
Clinton also took time to prod
Congress to act swiftly on the
533 billion crime bill, which the
president had hoped to sign back
in May but which just recently
emerged from a House-Senate
conference committee. He urged
Congress to "put aside partisanship and think of the American
people."

YOU COULD WIN A
FREE ATLANTA BRAVES
WEEKEND!

which will include a stress
proanalysis."
done
be
will
have
to
that
and
Once the report has been made,
fessionally," he said.
officials will determine
university
after
a
restoration
said
West
the fate of the building.
fire is unique and specialized and
"I'd look for the lab to be in
requires a great amount of work.
here next week and the report
University officials are also
may be completed within the next
examining the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building, as well as the Fine two weeks," West said.
Aside from the damage done to
Arts Annex to determine damage
campus buildings, much attention
estimates.
has been focused on musical
"Thgre was no water in Johnson Theatre, but we are trying to •eiquipment that had been stored in
remove the smoke smell," West rooms under Lovett Auditorium.
'
. We have had four different
"
said. "What we are waiting for
rigOt now about the annex is we appraisers come in and look at
have chosen an independent the equipment," Hunt said. "The
laboratory to do an analysis of reason we have to use different
the concrete in the building, ones is because they all have dif-

•Memories..
FROM PAGE 1
Alben Barkley speaking in the
auditorium, as well as lieutenant
governor A.B. "Happy" Chandler
singing "Danny Boy" on the
stage," Lovett said. "Every political figure you can imagine was
invited to the campus."
Lov‘tt said he can also remember seeing the U.S. Navy Band as
a child, as well as the Russian
Cathedral Choir.
"As a freshman in college from
1940-1941, I was on the stage
acting in plays," he said. "I even
saw the first Campus Lights performance there and there was an
awful lot of talent in those shows.
"For some years, no other
school in the state had a place
like it," he said. "Every building
built on the campus, at least the
first five or six, was the tops and
no corners were cut. This is true
'of Wells Hall, Pogue Library and
certainly with 'Lovett
Auditorium."
Lovett said the pep rallies held
before the games were especially
memorable.
"[think Bob (Robert 0.) Miller

•State...
FROM PAGE 1
Revenue Committee Chairman
Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester,said the burden is also on Jones to pick a few
important projects from his list
and generate support for them.
"The problem is, politically,
how do you select two or three
projects," Rose said.

was the greatest leader of a pep
rally there ever was," Lovett said.
Miller, who attended, MSU
from 1936 to 1940, said there
was a pep rally held before every
football and basketball game.
"I did all kinds of monkeyshines to get the student body
worked up," he said. "I would
have 30 minutes at the pep
rallies."
Miller also remembers having
mandatory or compulsory chapel
each week.
"We had assigned seats and if
we weren't there, we had to go in
front of Dr. (James) Richmond
and explain why," he said. "It
was an opportunity for everyone
to get together and the training
school students would come over
and sit in the balcony."
Miller said that anything of
"nearly any consequence" was
held iii-the auditorium because it
was the only place where people
could sit comfortably.
Lois Sparks, the wife of former
MSU President Dr. Harry Sparks
(1968-1973), said when she first
came to Murray, she went to a

"It simply- must be restored,"
he said. "Tradition is a very big
-part of the university and for anyone who has ever gone to Murray
State, the auditorium is part of
our fondest memories. It is a
place where a Murray student can
be proud."

Mulloy acknowledged that
much of the money in the surplus, whatever it is, cannot be
counted on to come in every year,
as would be needed to finance
annual debt service on the sahlof
bonds. "Some of it is recurrW,"
Mulloy said. "The question is
how much."
Like the number itself, the way
the state got to the end of the
year with cash on hand is compli-

cated and subjective. It includes
revised revenue estimates, spending cuts that started nearly a year
ago and transfers from other
funds in state government.
The most significant number,
though, may be among the smallest. Dining the fiscal year from
July 1, 1993, to June 30, 1994,
the state actually took in S2 million more to the General Fund
than it spent.

FROM PAGE 1
Nlilosevic apparently wants to
stave off further economic ruin

a
that could jeopardize his- hold on
power, even at the price of abandoning his Serb brethren in
Bosnia.
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concert in the auditorium.
"I remember that when we
moved to Murray in 1948, before
I even knew anyone, I wets to a concert by myself to see the West
Kentucky Symphony and I will
never forget the performince,"
she said. "Dr. Roman Prydatkevytch (MSU fine arts faculty
member) was an exceptionally
fine violinst and I will never
forget how beautiful it was."
Lovett said he toured the building in the spring and saw that
nothing had changed very much.
"The seats I'm sure are original and the appearance of the lobby, flooring and paneling is all
original," E.Covat said. "I was just
heartsick when I saw the condition of the building last weekend
with all the damage.
it
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Whether Milosevic and Yugoslav authorities are serious about
enforcing the cutoff remains to be
seen. They are under intense
pressure to do so even from Russia, the outside power with most
sympathy for its fellow Orthodox
Slays.
The statement announcing the
severing of political and economic ties said the border between
Yugoslavia and Serb-held Bosnia
would be closed immediately for
all supplies except food, clothes
and medicine.
The statement was the first
indirect admission that Yugoslavia did supply the Bosnian Serbs
with fuel and other military supplies. Belgrade constantly denied
doing so.
The Yugoslav government,
which represents Serbia and tinyMontenegro, also said all Bosnian
Serb leaders would be banned
from its territory.
A hard-line Bosnian Serb leader, Biljana Plavsic, was turned
back at the Yugoslav border
Thursday, Bosnian Serb spokeswoman Sonja Karadzic told The
Associated Press.
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term skills such as one evaluates
brass- instruments while another
looks at the string instruments."
No estimate has been made
about the amount of equipment
lost because of water damage.
"There is still an appreciable •
amount of cleaning that has to be.
done in the Price Doyle Fine Art
Building," Hunt said. "The most
obvious reminant is in the stairwells, which look dirty and
grungy.
"We look at our programs as
high quality," he said. "We are at
a point where we have good students and faculty and by no fault
of our own, we have a dirty
environment."
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Chiuchiolo contacted Simpson's defense team shortly after
the June 12 killings, sources said.
He told defense investigators that
he is a burglar and was casing the
neighborhood the night of the
slayings when he heard a woman
scream and saw the men fleeing,
sources said.
In court last week, defense
attorney Johnnie Cochran Jr.
described a postible eyewitness
who might be able to exonerate

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
"mystery witness" whom
lawyers said could clear O.J.
Simpson has turned out to be a
felon who called in phony tips
about Mafia boss John Gout and
the Polly Klaas kidnapping.
Frank Chiuchiolo is the person
who claimed he saw two white
men running from the doublekilling scene, several sources told
The Associated Press on
Wednesday.

Simpson.
Chiuchiolo, 45, fives in Happy
Camp, a remote community near
the Oregon border. He has a long
criminal record, including prison
time for forgery, grand theft,
escape, burglary and auto theft.
According to the Polly Klaas
Foundation,' a man identifying
himself as Frank Chiuchiolo
called a hot line Nov. 5 with a
false report that he had seen a
suspect with Polly in a parking

115

WASHINGTON (AP) — Stephen G. Breyer was sworn in as
the nation's 108th Supreme Court
justice Wednesday at a private
ceremony at Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist's Vermont
summer home.
Breyer's wife, Joanna, was the
only witness at the swearing-in,
conducted by Rehnquist, said
court spokeswoman Toni House.
Breyer replaces Justice Harry
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Gotti.
The paper said Chiuchiolo took
credit for the killing of New York
mob figure "Big Paul" Castellano in 1985 and claimed that Gotti, who was later convicted in the
slaying, wasn't their man: '
"I'm not a nut case," Chiuchiolo told CNN Wednesday in a
telephone interview in which he
insisted he saw"the men near Ms.
Simpson's condominium. "I'm
not a con man ... I've done con

things."
Two Los Angeles police detectives interviewed Chiuchiolo at
the crime scene last Friday. sources said.
One source close to the
defense said the team didn't
know about the Klaas tip or mans.
other details about Chiuchiolo',
past. Another said the defense
interviewed and videotaped
Chitichiolo long before- Cochran
made his remarks.

A. Blackmun, whose retirement
took effect when Breyer took the
two oaths required by the Constitution and the federal Judiciary
Act of 1789.
A public swearing-in ceremony
is scheduled for Aug. 11 at the
White House, but House said
Breyer decided he wanted to
begin work and hire his law
clerks as soon as possible. He
also wanted the chief justice to

administer the oaths, House said.
The high court also is likely to
hold a public investiture ceremony for Breyer in its stately"courtroom several days before the
fall term opens, on Oct. 3,, House
said.
The Breyers drove to Greensboro, Vt., Wednesday morning
Irom their home :in the Boston
area, House said.
Breyer is President Clinton's

second high court appointee; JusHouse ceremony.
tice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a for- In 1941, Harlan Fiske Stone
mer pioneering women's rights :JOI; the oaths to become chief
adsix:ate, joined the court last. justice at Rocky Mountain
ear.
National Park after learning by
Breyer is far from the first
telegram from the White House
Supreme Court justice to take at - that his commission had been
least one ofAhe oaths in private.
approved.
Ginsburg and- Justice Clarence
Breyer, a 55-year-old longtime
Thomas both took the judicial
federal appellate judge, was conoath in private and the constitufirmed by the Senate 87-9 on Fritional oath during a public White
day. Senators from both parties

praised him as a man of high
qualifications and integrity, as
well as a practical problern-solver
who addresses issues with a nonideological approach.
His • nomination sparked little
controversy.
In replacing Blackmun. the
generally conservative court's
most liberal member, Breyer is
expected to find a home among
the moderate justices.

Three murderers die in first triple execution since 1962

origie lobis all
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lot.
The tipster claimed he took
live photos, including pictures of
the kidnapper and the license
plate of his vehicle. But the
ioundation never heard from him
again and later found that Polly
was dead at the time.
The San Francisco Examiner,
which first identified Chiuchiolo
on Wetiesday, said the man told
the paper last year he could exonaate organized crime leader John

Breyer sworn in as Supreme Court justice
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VARNER, Ark.(AP) — Three
killers who chased down a man,
held him on his bed and shot him
in front of his wife were put to
-death by injection in the nation's
first triple execution in 32 years.
Hoyt Clines, Darryl Richley
and James Holmes died within
hours of each other Wednesday.
Each declined to make a final
statement.
Richley's attorney, Mark Cambiano, called the process "inhumane as hell."
"You just lead them in there
like cattle, slaughter them and get
on with business," he said.
Clines, 37, was strapped to a
-gurney at 7 p.m. Asked if he had
any last words, he looked straight
up and said: "Nope."
After being injected with the
drugs, Clines blinked his eyes
several times, then closed them
for good and was pronounced
--dead at 7:11 p.m.
Fifty-eight minutes later, Richley, 43, died on the same gurney.
Asked if he had any last words,
he said: "No."
Holmes, 37, followed Richley
into the death chamber of the
Cummins Unit :prison within an
hour and was pronounced dead at
9:24 p.m. After asking Assistant
Warden Clifford Terry to call
him by his first name, he also
declined to make a final
statement.
The prison had planned to
allow 45 to 60 minutes between
executions — enough time to car,
Ty the bodies out in bags, wipe
down the gurney and change the
needle before the next man was
brought in.
The three were originally to
have been executed in the order
of their prison serial numbers —
Clines SK886, Holmes SK887,
Richley SK888. But prison offi-

ials dropped Holmes to third
while the Supreme Court considered his final appeal.

The state says multiple executions reduce overtime and stress
on employees.

'Correction Department spokesman Alan Ables said the guards
and volunteer executioners did
their job efficiently.
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WHEN AND How TO TREAT CATARACTS
presented by

Dr. Randal Hughes
Hart Ophthalmology Associates
Saturday, August 13
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board Room
9 a.m.-10 a.m.

R

egistration is required. Call 762-1384 or
1-800-342-MCCH by noon Thursday, Aug. 11. All
Saturday Seminars are free and open to the public.
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SAVINGS
Upcoming 1994 Saturday Semniars--Oct. 1 Hospice for the 90's
Nancy Rose, R.N., MCCH Hospice Director
Oct. 1 Wilderness Medicine
Dr. Michael Adams, Family:Practitioner
Oct. 15 When and How to Treat Cataracts
Dr. Randal Hughes, Ophthalmologist
Nov. 12 Common Skin Disorders:
Bumps, Rashes, Cancer
Dr. Michael Adams, Family Practitioner
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Free Delivery and Set-Up
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Shortly before the parade of
executions began, the U.S.
Supreme Court denied a joint
appeal by all three men.
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Holmes, Clines and Richley
were convicted of killing
businessman Don Lehman during
a 1981 robbery.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Altman live,
taking the fall
and diary day
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Creaky congressional inquiries into
political scandals are finally approaching the technological standard
set by television sportscasters: going to the videotape.
The Senate Banking Committee moved to that new level Tuesday
while re-examining testimony that Deputy Treasury Secretary
Roger Altman gave the panel in February.
Senators, spectators and Altman all turned toward a large TV
screen to watch excerpts of that appearance. Photographers clustered near the screen, their lenses aimed at Altman watching
Altman.
"I don't think that tape shows someone trying to conceal information," the live Altman said.
But most senators disagreed. Some showed their frustration in a
series of questions designed to elicit a yes-or-no answer from the
man who, in the words of another Treasury official, "gracefully
ducked" their cfueries last winter.
"Do you believe when someone asks you a straight question you
should give them a straight answer?" asked Sen. Richard Shelby,
D- Ala.
Altman's response was a lengthy defense of his forthrightness.
But Sen. Lauch Faircloth, R-N.C., scored a winner.
"Mr. Altman," he asked, "did you ever walk on water?"
"No," me witness replied

•

Should good news outweigh bad?
Good news versils bad news.
Most would say bad news is a
journalist's stock and trade. It's
what sells newspapers. There is
criticism when not enough bad
news is reported. Then there is
criticism when bad news always
makes headlines.
The frustrating part is when
reporting bad news makes no difference. Nothing changes — no
matter how much ink is spilled.
There are problems in our
community — from the university to city and county government.
Most of those problems receive a
regular airing in these pages.
But what are the things we're
doing right? What's the good
news?
For starters, let's try a 3.9 percent unemployment rate. Ours
was the lowest in the Jackson
Purchase for June.
More good news in June:
Briggs & Stratton announced
plans for an S18 million plant
expansion adding 160 jobs to its
current 650 workforce.
•An announcement is expected
any time that a new company will
he taking over the former Safeguard location.
*Murray State University has a
new president that is committed
to increasing enrollment. In a few
week: over 8,000 university students TIl boost our population.

Good news? I think so. There's
probably more that I just can't
think of or know about. Want to
share some good news? Write a
letter to the editor.
That felt good. I need to do
that more often.

'No one was hurt in the fire
that - devastated the Fine Arts
annex. The fire was contained,
and though it did cause smoke
and water damage to the Price
Doyle building and Lovett Auditorium, those ssructures were
saved.
'The Fiscal Court — through
excellent and aggressive leadership from its jail committee —
has moved to build a new jail and
will include planning for a judicial center. Thanks to Judge/
Executive J.D. Williams for
going door to door in the Fourth
Street area talking to property
owners about locating the complex in the area.
*The land swap talks between
the city and county were refreshing. Working together is what it
is all about.
•The YMCA is considering
expansion plans, as well as
adding wellness and day care
components.
'Our local hospital continues

to grow. That growth can also be
seen through an aggressive marketing strategy that includes a
pitch to manage the Marshall
County Hospital.
•The $750,000 refurbishment
of homes in the North Douglass
area through state funding will
hopefully revitalize that area.
'Groundwork is still being laid
for the widening of Chestnut
Street to four lanes. It will be a
mess for a while but can only
stand to improve_the flow of
traffic through that area.
'We are fortunate to have two
excellent school districts in our
county. As site based councils
flourish, so should parent
involvement in their schools.
'We also have contested races
for both school boards. A healthy
sign of community interest in district business.
'We've been blessed with rain
throughout the summer. Recent
cooler temperatures also gave us
a break from the heat.

Crime isn't good news, but it
is "reality" news.
A few weeks ago, I wrote
about the way we report police
logs and discussed whether it
should be changed. After several
telephone calls and letters, we are
going to try a new system.
In the future, the Ledger, will
publish all felony charges
(including DU1s). We will print a
summaso of misdemeanor
charges.
If the news value of an event is
found to warrant more than a
brief statistical mention, then we
will do a story. Also, a rash of
particular crimes such as mailbox
vandalism or purse snatchings
will also be reported in story
form.
I hope changing the reports
will transform them from being
more than just a gossip column,
while still giving our readers an
accurate picture of the criminal
activity in the community.

One of the big, lurking questions is who if anyone will take the
tall for mishandling Whitewater.
Altman and his general counsel, Jean Hanson, tried on successive
days to blame each other for the incomplete Febripry testimony
and the decision last fall to alert administration ajcabout a fedeical Whitewater probe touching on President Clinton and his wife,
Hillary.
During a break betwegn videotape segments, a Southern-twanged
voice was picked up by an open mike on the senators' dais: "He's
going to try to lay it on her."
"I have the greatest respect for Jean Hanson," Altman insisted
-,later. "We're friends and we're colleagues and I hope we're going
to remain so."
As various Whitewater figures contradicted what other Whitewater figures had said about them, Treasury chief of staff Josh Steiner
was .trying to contradict his own earnest diary entries.
He provoked a storm of scorn from some committee members
and gentle reproaches from others when he tried to soften his dramatic accounts of contacts between White House and Treasury
officials.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., accused Steiner of groping for
"feeble, lamebrained excuses" to try to "explain away" his writings. "There's no way that you can undo what you have written,"
said Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas.
Committee chairman Donald Riegle, encouraging Steiner to
stand by his contemporaneous observations, said the diary entries
confirm other accounts of what was happening.
"You had no reason to exaggerate. You had no reason to go into
this endless shading and parsing," said Riegle, D-Mich. "You
don't need to back away from it for any reasons of accuracy."
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., said the diaries displayed "a very
refreshing kind of truthfulness, almost innocent observation of the
goings-on of Washington." But then, sounding more pensive than
exasperated, he added that "it therefore sort of troubles me a little
hit that you now want to distance yourself to a certain degree or try
to cast some nuances on it."
Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell, D-Colo., drew his own lesson
from the proceedings: "Don't take notes and don't keep any diaries
because you don't know what the heck they're going to be used for
or v..hen they're going to be subpoenaed."
--

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 24: Clarksdak (Miss.) Press-Register on health care:
Watching the health care scene unfold in Washington is scary
indeed with' Congress pressuring itself to do something right or
wrong. The prospect of another federal bureaucracy running our
health care system is a nightmare.
And, in the middle of the grand debate, we ,find, if we didn't
already know, that Congress and all federal employees have a
health care .system much superior to that of private America.
The Federal Employees Hea0 Benefits Program is a giant
supermarket of private health care plans, available to nine million
people in federal worker families. Each year, the government lines
up a roster of health plans sold by numerous companies. Each provides a package of benefits. Premiums vary by plan.
Federal workers in every area of the country can enroll in the
plan of their choice.
The companies compete against each other to sell policies to federal workers, and that helps keep premiums down. The federal government, in its role as an employer, pays a portion of each worker's
premium, which varies according to plan but averages 72 percent.
No federal employee can be refused a policy for health reasons or
charged more than anyone else pays for the same policy. ...
Before the health care reformers ruin or complicate, everything
that is right about health care in America, why not let Americans at
least have the freed6m that Congress and federal employees have
.copsumc,r choice health plan.
• .
•

• .
•
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Does peace have a chance?
It is not to dismis§ or discoUrage
the handshakes, signings of documents and good will all-around to
conclude that Israel and Jordan have
not made real peace. But consider a
primary definition of the word,
peace: "a state of security or order
within a community provided for by
law or custom . . . freedom from
disquieting or oppressive thoughts
or emotions."
King Hussein stopped far short of
that when he observed that the
parties had made "a modest, determined beginning" and Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin said,"We embark
on a road which must still be
completed."
The anti-Jewish terrorist bombings in Argentina and London indicate that it will take more than
smiles and speeches on the White
House lawn to reverse decades of
animosity between these nations.
Let.us remember that the rhetoric of
this hostility has included calls to
force out all Israelis, even going so
far as to evict buried Jewish bodies
from their graves. And let us ilot
forget Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat, who is
grumbling about possibly losing his
clout with the Israelis because of the
Jordan-Israel agreement. He's made
trouble before and could do so
again.
Americans are often too quick to
accept declarations by foreign leaders whose record would be suspect
in an American. Would a former Ku
Klux Klan member involved in the
bombing of black churches be instantly accepted as genuine when he
announced he would no longer
make war on blacks? If Charles
Manson wanted to date your
daughter, could you be satisfied

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Sot/fatted columnist
tion. King Hussein, like all leaders
of Arab states, does not head a
democratic government. The assasKing Hussein is neither a Klans- sination tradition in the Middle East
man nor a Charles Manson, but four is long. Should a terrorist slay him,
years ago he backed Iraqi dictator there is no assurance that whoever
Saddam Hussein, who was raining followed him to power would honor
Scud missiles on Israeli civilian any agreement he signed. Egypt was
targets and whose occupation fortunate to have Hosni Mubarak
troops were terrorizing Kuwait.One step in when Anwar Sadat was
might have wished a declaration assassinated. No other Arab nation
from King Hussein that he regretted could expect such an orderly transthat alliance (and his past record of ition in similar circumstances.
offeringsanctuary to terrorists_ who • Douglas Feith,a deputy assistant
attacked Israel from Jordanian soil), secretarY-Of defense and a Middle
coupled with an announcement of East specialist on the White House
how differently he now views Jews National Security Council staff in
the Reagan Administration, has
and the state of Israel. Perhaps that written words worth repeating:
will come. One can hope.
"True
,as opposed to a mere
a balance of power, is
There is another reason for cau- cease-fireper
with a signed pledge he would treat
her well?

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-.
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

bound up with concepts ofjustice -that is, law and morality. It describes, for example, relations now
between the United States and Canada, but not relations during the
Cold War between the United States
and the Soviet Union. It has to do
with attitudes of mind -- with a
mutual belief that each state has
sovereign rights and a shared conviction that no party should take
what belongs to another. The ultimate success of the current ArabIsraeli negotiations, therefore, will
hinge on how they deal with the
legal and moral essence of the
conflict: the long-standing Arab
legal and moral arguments used to
oppose Zionism and Israel."
Nations and their people can
change. Germany and Japan are
examples in this century. Sweden,
whose armies once threatened Europe,is another. But the Middle East
is different. Logic and historical
analogies do not apply hem.
Shalom. Salaam. Peace. Say and
write the slogans and the blessings,
but it should not be forgotten that
Israel has never been the obstacle to
peace. Jordan could have had a real
peace agreement in 1948, but chose
to align itself with other Arab states
in a genocidal cabal to eradicate
Jews from "Arab land."
Israel has been the target of an
effort by Arab nations to wipe it out.
If Jordan now wants to make real
peace because it is exhausted by
years of contention, fine. Israel
nontheless had better not let its
guard down. Generations of hatred,
inflamed by some of the very
leaden who have lately been in
Washington talking peace and acceptance, are not instantly or easily
put to rest.
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August gets a little
hotter with the blues
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The hot August air will be steaming with blues music this year at
Kenlake State Resort Park's 5thAnnual Blues Festival, Aug. 27
beginning at 2:30 a.m. and Aug. 28
beginning at noon until 7:30 p.m.
Festivities will be at the park amphitheater near the tennis center.
For the first time ever, the Hot
August Blues Festival will be a
two-day event. Saturday's Blues
Review will feature local and regional taleni Admission at the gate
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on Saturday will be $5 for adults and
children 12 and under are free.
There will be no advance tickets
sold for Saturday.
On Sunday, the headliner for the
5th-Annual Blues Festival is Koko
Taylor and her Blues Machine,
Koko wis dubbed "Queen of the
Blues" by the Boston Globe.
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Taylor, who has been belting the
blues for over 30 years has won 14
W.C-Handy awards, the Grammy
of the Blues Community .more than
any other female blues artist.
Other performers appearing on
Sunday afternoon include The Chicago Rhythm & Blues Kings, The
Excello Legends, Mike Griffin and
The .Unknown Blues Band, Dean
Hall and The Loose Eels and The
Rusty Spoons.
The event is co-sponsored by
Kenlake State Resort Park, MSU,
NPR Affiliate,91.3 FM and the Big
Apple Cafe of Puryear Tenn.
proceeds from the festival go to the
Marshall County Red Cross and the
Marshall and Calloway County
Need Lines, a charitable group that
meets the emergency needs of people inluding food, clothing and
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Three free workshops for play- started on a new play, or inspire
wrights are scheduled for August 8, them to get back to something they
August 15 and August 22 at Play- have been working on for years."
house In The Park.
Workshop participants will have
Entitled "Playwrighting: How to
opportunity to write a variety of
the
Get Started," the series is designed
for aspiring and experienced play- dramatic pieces, including monowrights. Constance Alexander, logues,dialogues,and short scenes.
In addition, part of a session will be
local playwright and poet, is the
workshop instructor. All three ses- devoted to writing the 10-minute
play. sions will begin at 7 p.m. at the
Playhouse.
"The format of the workshops
According to Alexander,"One of will be informal and will also be
the biggest hurdles every writer tailored to the needs and expectafaces is getting over the fear of tions of .participants," Alexander
staring at a clean sheet of paper or said."This will not be' high-Pressure
blank computer screen at the begin- or competitive, but just a chance to
ning of a new project. This series of be creative and to try out various
workshops will help anyone get playwrighting techniques."

Artifacts, other items
of imaginary civilization
on display at Eagle Gallery
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mous and unique culture.
The Eagle Gallery in the Price
On Sept. 22 several events are
Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
Murray State University campus planned in association with the
will be exhibiting artifacts, render- "Reconstruction of an Aazudian
ings and models of an imaginary Temple" exhibit. Exhibition curator
Beauvais Lyons, director of the
civilization that flourished between
3500-2000 B.C. and occupied a Hokes Archives, will give a gallery
region along the upper Euphrates • tour at 2 p.m. of the exhibition to
River near the border of Iraq and present "scholarly" interpretations
Syria. The exhibiropens Aug. 22 of the iconography. At 6 p.m., a
reception will precede at 7 p.m.
and continues through Oct. 9.
,
slide lecture on "Archaeological
Among the numerous artifacts '
displayed from the Aazudian cul- Fiction and Parody" presented by
ture are decorated pottery vessels, a visiting artist Beauvais Lyons of the
poet's horn, an inverted spout University of Tennessee, Knoxpitcher and fresco's from the Immu- ville. The lecture will feature a
dab Temple, an important center of presentation about artists utilizing
commence and ceremony,depicting parody and will be followed by a
goddesses and gods performing discussion with Kit Wesler, ar, everyday tasks. Photographs of the chaeologist and director of Murray
excavation of the temple document State's Wickliffe Mounds Research
the discovery and progress of the Center.
All events are free and open to the
scientific exploration into a little
known and newly discovered cul- public. Eagle Gallery is located on
ture. A full-scale facsimile of one the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
exterior wall of the temple was Fine Arts Center located on the
recreated from pieces of a dis- corner of 15th an&Olive streets.
mantled bridge built by the Turks to Regular gallery hour -will begin
cross the Euphrates River in the Aug. 29 and are 8 a.m to 6 p.m.
17th century. In an early att_tipt at Monday,
Wednesday, •riday; 8
recycling, they had utilized stone a.m. to 7:30 p.m.,
Tuesday and
from the temple in the bridge Thursday; 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturconstruction.
day; and 1 to 4 p.m., Sunday. The
Numerous lithographs, text gallery is closed on
university holipanels, photographs and drawings days which for
this exhibit will be
provide more insight into this mys- Labor Day, Sept.
5.
4
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STACEY CROOK/ledger & Times

photo
Thousands of people came by boat or by car to listen to musicians belt gut the
blues during the Hot August
Blues Festival at Kenlake. This year's two-day festival begins Aug. 27.

The series of workshops kicks off
the seventh season of the West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival.
Since its inception in 1989, the
festival has introduced 46 new plays
by 23 playwrights from the region.
Festival plays have been published, performed professionally
and in community theaters around
the country, and adapted for other
media including radio and television. Participating playwrights have
received grants from Kentucky Arts
Council, Kentucky Foundation for
Women, and Mary Anderson Center for the Arts in Mount St. Francis,

$29300 Letter H

Jackpot!!!

CAJUN FRIED TURKEYS
AND CRACKLINS
— Order Yours Today -

30 Numbers or Less Pays $2,300!
(Consolation Prize - $100)

• 3 Special Carnes — Double Bingo pays WV:, 75':
and 90':

National Guard Armory

JUST ARRIVED!!
TOP RATED BEAUJOLAIS FROM
MR. BEAUJOLAIS

W'ne Spectator
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85 GEORGES DUBOEUF
Morgon Jean
Descombes 1903

Seductive blackberry aromas combined
with a hint of chocolate on the palate and
moderate tannins give this immediate
appeal, yet Its flesh and conoenbation
suggest it may be better In. year. Tasted

twice.

KENLAKEIAPPLAUGUST
BLUES FESTIVAL
-

83 GEORGES DUBOEUF
095
Fleurle Chateau des
Dedults 1993
Fresh and grapey, with plenty of fruit, this
84 GEORGES DUBOEUF
Beaujolais-Villages
Flower Label 1903

695

750 ML
A big wine that adds pepper and mineral
notes to the cherry flavor, along with
moderate tannins. Ws a bit blunt, bufatill
very agreeable.

Legend
Koko Taylor

is a Beaujolais meant to be enjoyed now
for its smooth character and youthful
flavor. Tasted twice.

945

85 GEORGES DUBOEUF
Chlroublee Rower
Label 1093
Re and rich for this on with plum and
smoky flavors and good grip. Perhaps it
sacrifices a bit of elegance for power.

Blues
Tickets
Available
At
•Terrapin
Station
• Big Apple

COTES DU VENTOUX 639
"Consider the Cotes du Ventoux, an appendage of the Cotes du Rhone.
It is an up-and-coming, relatively new viticultural region with some ambitious estates that are turning out richly fruity wines that are ideal
for drinking in their first five to seven years of life." Robert Parker

Cafe
•WKMS

GREAT VARIETALS AT 499
Each

SYRAH
A round, rich, generous wine with
intense aromas of red fruits

7

The Last,Hot Weekend
Of August 1994!

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Rich & complex bouquet. ripe
with fruity aromas

SUPER
MERLOT
AT A
SUPER PRICE

e
MFRLOT

Sunday, August 28
All Day Blues

Noon til 7 p.m.
Advance $10•At Gate $12
•Featuring •
•Koko Taylor & Her Blues Machine
Plus
Chace Rhythm & Blum Kings
Dean Hall & The Loose Ends
The Rusty Spoons
The Unkroen Blues Band
Al promo*•go to klershell I Camay Counties
limb* BM the Marshal Cow*, Rod Close

Call 1-800-325-0143 -

hwy. 121 North, Murray. Ky.

'•

WIN SALE

Best Value

(901)642-1231

230 p.m.-Midnight•$5 Admission
• Featuring •
• Blue Lou & the Accusation
N.
• Trippin Lizards
•61 South
• The Funky Jazz Beavers
• Nightfish
• Mark Nomad
• Wolfman & the Pack, with George
Bundarra. Big Al & the Heavyweights

"If' —

.

HOT AUGUST

:

8500 Jackpot Each Week

•

Party Mart's Annual

Banquets, Parties, Reunions, Any Occasion

Saturddy, August 27th
Blues Review Local & Regional Talent

• 1,1 Carnes — $100 Each

• Letter

Ind.
"Playhouse In The Park is tremendously proud of the achievements of the playwrights' festival,"
said Lana Bell, executive director.
"We have put Murray on the map
with the quality and quantity of
plays presented."
For more information,or to regis
ter for "Playwrighting: How to Gct
Started," call Playhouse in the Park
at 502 759-1752. Playhouse in the
Park is a wheelchair accessible
facility that is supported in part by
funds from the Kentucky Arts
Council.

Come Enjoy Great Music
and Great Bar-B-Que.

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
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Kenlake is located 40 miles
Southeast of Padueah on the western shore of Kentucky Lake.

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

an

real
d by
srael

Advance tickets for Sunday will
be $10, children 12 & under are
free. Tickets purchased at the gate
on Sunday will be $12. Blues fans
from as far away as Chicago,
Florida and Colorado attended last
year's event.

lEl• •N•G•0
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•

medical care.
Advance tickets for Sunday
events may be obtained by calling
Kenlake State Resort Park, 800325-0143 or 502-474-2211 or by
stopping by the following locations:
Liquor World in Paducah, WKMS
on Murray State campus, Terrapin
Station in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center at Murray and the Big Apple
Cafe in Puryear, Tenn.

Playwrighting workshop scheduled
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Prices Effective Now Thru Month Of August

Paducah's Most Interesting Store
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Wyatt couple honored at bridal events
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Royce
were honored at several
bridal events prior to their wedding on July 9. at Brownstown,
hid. Mrs. Wyatt is the former
Rachel Lee Greathouse.
Parents of the couple are Don
Jnd Thelma Greathouse of Seymour, Ind., and Waburir and
Wyatt

/k0
tClAttOrtDixieland Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Brenda Wyatt of Murray.
A bridal tea was given by Joan
Cooper, Charlene Norsworthy,
Ann Nance, Linda Story, Bette
Tucker and Kim Wyatt in the
Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank, Murray.
Joyce Lucas, Eunice Lutes and
Pat Luenebrink hosted a miscellaneoui shower brunch at the
Luenebrink-- home.
• A china shower was given by
the bride's aunts, Barbara Otte,
Dorothy Fleetwood and Lois Rust
at the Lake and Forest Club,
Brownstown, Ind.
Karen Doan, bridal coordinator, hosted a cruise shower at her
home.

Jo Burkeen
Today, Editor
Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Friday, Sunday and Monday,
Aug. 5, 7 and 8. Friday the group will meet at JCPenney parking lot at
6730 p.m. ucgo to Long Horn Restaurant at Mayfield. The group will
meet Sunday at 1:15 p.m. at Murray theatres to attend a movie. On
Monday, the group will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant.
Attorney Sid Easley will speak about "Wills." This is a support and
social group for all single meni and women whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call 753-7663,
753-0251 or 753-8205.

or

wi

bob

_Singles (SOS) activities planned
•Saglcs Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on tonight
(Thursday), Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 4, 6 and 7. The group will
meet tonight at 5:30 p.m. At Chamber of Commerce Centre to go to
Big Apple to eat. On Saturday the group will meet at 4:30 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce to go to Sportsman's Lodge at Woodlawn,
Tenn. The SOS will offer free dance lessons to interested singles from
2 to 4 p.m. at Weaks Conilbunity Center. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

753-2720

FINAL
CLEARANCE
All

Selections now offers
C.R. Gibson's
Wedding Books

Summer .
Merchandise

Cindy Byers 6. Timothy Weatherford
Allison Carr Er Eton Beck ,
Karen Dale Er David Wmtherly
April Dumpish Er Greg /ones
Holly Fishbume Er Mark West
Maria Faraway Er _Eric Grogan ...
Amanda Gomez & John Mark Potts
Stephanie Lucas ice Andrew Bautista
Jennifer Sellars & Jason Sammons
Simi Tidwell & Greg Ridenour
Christy Powell & Benjamin Davis

1/2 Price
Take An Additional

20% Off
At The Cash Register''
All Sales Final

Dixieland Center
Chestnut St., Murray

•

Inus Orr • Debbie Lampkins

10-5 Mon -Sat.. 753-8808

Diana Pierce

"We feature the
finest cuts of beef,
pork Sr poultry."
Quality Products,
Personal Service
& Guaranteed
Satisfaction
are Top
Priorities
for You!

USDA Choice Boneless

Lamb Legs
USDA Choice

Flank Steak
Country Style

Spare Ribs

$1 89 lb

Cube Steaks

$259 lb

Beef Spare Ribs

98C lb.

5 1b Block

American Cheese

$1095

OtDE T ME MEAT SHOPPE
Dixieland Center • Cljthut St., Murray • Call 733-MEAT to place orden.•!

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
GE HEAVY DUTY
WASHER &
DRYER PAIR
LARGE CAPACITY
6-CYCLE WASHER
•3 water level selections
•4 wash/rinse temperatures
•Bleach dispenser

'399

ONLY
Buy The
Pair &

Say
?Ando'

LARGE CAPACITY
2-CYCLE DRYER
•Timed Regular cycle'
•2 temperature selections
•Huge door opening

VJW A56005

299
'
ONLY
Midi ,
ODE5100S

Gds Model DDG5180S also
available at extra cost

VFW District meeting Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Royce Wyatt

Greathouse and Wyatt
vows are said on July 9
Kerry Royce Wyatt;-botir
were married Saturday, July 9, at 3:30 p.m. at St. Peter's Evangelical
Lutheran_ Church. Brownstown.
• The bride is the daughter of Don and Thelma Greathouse of Seymour, Ind. The groom is the son of Waburn and Brenda Wyatt and
grandson of Mrs. Joyce Wyatt and Mrs. Bronzie Young, all of
Murray.
The Rev. Jack A. Belk officiated at the ceremony. Music was by
Debra Stroud, pianist, and Tara Blankenbaker, Abby Combs and Katie
Combs, soloists.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, wore a gown of silk
shantung with a semic-cathedfal train, trimmed with Alencon lace.
Pearls and sequins accented the bodice 'with its basque waist, puffed
pleated sleeves and scalloped neckline. Her two-tiered veil of illusion
was secured to a tiara of pearls and sequins.
She carried a cascading bouquet of casablanca lilies and yellow and
white roses. She wore a pearl necklace, worn by her mother at her
wedding, and a diamond pendant and earrings, gifts from the groom.
Rebecca Tinkle of Columbus, Ind., sister of the bride, was matron
of honor, and Jill Babcock of Paoli, Ind., was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Belinda Wadley of Orleans, Ind., and Shelly Brown of
"Paoli, Ind. Junior bridesmaid was Bridget Swatzell of Murray, niece
of the groom.
The attendants wore black shantung tea-length dresses with white
hawl collars and carried bouquets of yellow roses and lilies.
Whitney Bradley of Orleans; Ind.,- was flower girl. She woke a
floor-length gown of white shantung and carried a basket of yellow
rose petals.
Terry Wyatt of Murray, brother of the groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Joe Chisham and Tom Bradley, Orleans, Ind., and
Mike Brown, Paoli, Ind. Junior groomsman was Tanner Wyatt of Murray, nephew of the groom.
Ushers were Don McCuiston of Mayfield and Ed Tinkle of Columbus, Ind., brother-in-law of the bride. Davis Tinkle of Columbus, Ind.,
nephew of the bride, was ring bearer.
The groom and attendants wore black tuxedoes and had boutonnieres of yellow roses.
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, followed in the Crystal
R9OM at Seymour, Ind?
The five-tiered wedding cake with basket weave frosting was decorated witlycasablanca lilies, yellow roses, other summer flowers anda
fountain. Behind the cake table was lattice work with ivy and,flowers.
Serving were Dorothy Fleetwood, Barbara Otte and Lois Rust, aunts
of the bride. Karen Doan was bridal coordinator.
The couple spent their honeymoon on a Carribbean cruise and at
Las Vegas, Nev.
They ate now at home at 1941 W. Willow Creek Rd.,,Paoli, Ind.
47454. The new Mrs. Wyatt is a Spanish teacher and Mr. Wyatt is an
agriculture teacher for Paoli Community Schools.
The gitoul's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at the Crystal Room,
Seymour, Ind:
—RaCifertet—Greattl Use aetid

Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies Auxiliary will have their district meeting at Post 5409 Denver Hudgcns, Bar_dwell, on Sunday,
Aug. 7, at 2 p.m. A buffet lunch will be served at 1 p.m. VFW State
Representatives will be Department Adj. Kenny Krebs and Auxiliary
President Betty French, both from Louisville.

Four Rivers will meet Sunday
s will meet Sunday, Aug. 7, at 2 p.m. in
neiidFour-Rivers Music F—
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information call
Velvaleen Burkecn at-753-6979 or Jamie Fields at 75309450. The
public is invited to attend.

MHS Class of 1969 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1969 will have its 25-year class reun- n on Friday and Saturday, Aug'. 5 and 6. A social will be at 7:30
p.m. Friday at the hotne of Ann Kelly Bolin". Events on Saturday will
be golf outing at 8:30 a.m. at Murray. Country Club, coffee at 10 a.m.
at Murray Middle School, and reunion at 6:30 p.m..at Sporty's. The
cost will be $35 per couple of $20 for single. For information contact
Bill Pasco at 753-2649 or Anita Poynor at 753-0293.

HOROSCOPES

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5. 11094
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900,988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents.a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE in courses that will help you develop
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: a natural talent. Put romance on hold
Laying your cards on the.table will fora while.
PosVIRGO
pay off handsomely. You may have
. .(Aug.23-Sept. 22):
more bargaining chips than you real- itive thinking gives you the edge
ized: use them judiciously. Patience over a competitor. Trust your heart
concerned: your
and persistence will help you rise where' love
above the crowd. Although the com- choice is terrific! Take a chance for
petition at work increases early in the sake of a worthy cause. Generos- •
1995. you should have nothing to ity will be rewarded.
LIBRA (Sept. 2370ct. 22): A
worry about. Travel may be necessary to stay on the cutting edge in desire to save -and salvage is coinyour business. Romance reaches a - mendable. Keep expenditures to a
minimum. It pays-to develop thrifty
turning point next spring.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON habits. A loved one -may lead you a
.
THIS DATE: actress Loni 'Ander- -merry chase. You win the race!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
son. former astronaut Neil Armstrong, singer Samantha Sang. Partners may be slow on the uptake.
Do not-let this prevent you from tak- ./Knicks star Patrick Ewing.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): - ing in as much territory as you can
Give a wide berth'to someone -wher handle. Be selective. Concentrate on
is spoiling for a fight. Once this type your visions in practical .ways.
gets going, it can be almost impossi- Accent traditional values.
. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ble to stop them. Round up a couple
21): A tendency to go overboard
of friends for a fun evening.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): should make way for the more conFocus more attention on monetary servative policies of your associates.
prospects, both current and future. A They do know best! Make an effort
conservative approach may be best. to spice up your love life. Try canA family member extends an invita- dlelight and soft music.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
tion. Neighborhood activities put
you in touch with people who are 19): Pay no attention to someone
•
who pokes fun at your money-sav-helpful.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): ing habits. Being thrifty now guarSelf-discipline will help you cope antees financial security later on.
with a difficult career or financial Plan your weekend with care. consituation. Do not dig yourself in too centrating -on family obligations.
deeply: steer clear of tension-pro- Children-require continual guidance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ducing squabbles. Fun weekend
activities will help you relax. See, Overconfidence can lead to careless
accidents. Obey all traffic rules and
pals.
Hopkinsvillc, Jody Shelton of
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): safety regulations. Alcohol and
Boonville, Ind., and Christy Gold Your ingenuity and resourcefulness water sports do not mix! Shopping
of Nashville, Tenn.
will be very valuable to the right bargains can be found in out-of-theChip Adkins of Memphis, employer. A loved one may be way places. Keep your eyes open.
Tenn., will be best man. Cisooms- brooding over fancied hurts. Make
PISCES (Feb. J9-March 20):
men will;be Adam Grogan, David amends if you feel responsible. Find Friendship plays a major role in
Sykes and Mark Miller, Murray. time for sports and relaxation this communications today. A compromise will help you heal a rift. Be
Richard Stout, Atlanta, Ga., weekend. '
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Brain- 'frank if a loved one is spending -too
l.ancc Balmer, Florida, Scott Foster, St. Louis, Mo., and Doug storming with experts can help you .much Money. Welcome suggestions
solve a recurring problem. Make an from even the smallest family memGold, Nashville, Tenn. id-vance on the artistic front. Enroll ber.
Ushers will be Malcon Taylor,
Nashville, Tenn., and Eddie
TODAY'S CHILDREN are fair-minded, energetic and fond of their
Husk, Brian Fuquay and Jimmy creature comforts. Their "live-and-let-live- philosophy makes these Leos
Fuquay, Boonville, Ind.
popular with their peers. Although Outwardly Confident and self-sufficient.
A. reception swill follow at these children are very vulnerable to criticism. They set high standards for
Murray Woman's Club House.
themselves and can become depressed if things go wrong. Conscientious
All relatives and friends are and well-organized, these Leos have a real gift for business management.
invited to attend the wedding and They will quickly reach the executive suite.
The reception.

Fuquay and Grogan
wedding is Saturday
Thc wedding of Maria Janelle
Fuquay and Eric Jason Grogan
will be Saturday, Aug. 6, at 6:30
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Parents of the couple are Ms.
Janie Fuquay of Bopnville, Ind.,
Jim Fuquay of Evansville, Ind.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Grogan of
Murray.
John Dale will officiate.
Melissa McIntosh of Boonville, Ind., will be matron of honor,
and Julie Fuquay of Boonville,
Ind., will be _maid of honor.
Bridesmaidr—ivill be. Angela
Charlton of Nashville, Tenn.,
Hope Kinney and Heather Grogan of Murray, Marty Osborne of

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

WEEKEND SPECIAL

BEER & WINE MAKING SUPPLIES
Area's Largest Selection

Murray Appliance & TV
Main

753-1586

0

20%) Off
PADUCAH'S MOST INTERESTING STORE

1Piek-up Friclity & Return 51ontlaN
1%1

Hannan Plaza • 442-0011
* * * ********

sins

(All Titles Includscl)

PARTY MART

"Your Ceneral Lfrctric, kiln Air & RCA Appliance Dealer-

212 1

0 Rental
Movies

Now Thru The Month Of August

753-8201

200 E. Main

** * * ** * *
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LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director

The card catalog is back in
working order. This represents
the work of a group of dedicated
volunteers (now slightly myopia).
I want to send each of them my
thanks for their hours upon hours
of hard work.
• • • •
Here's something for the younger readers: Classic American
Folk Tales as told by Steven
Zorn. MI your favorites are here, •
from John Henry, Paul Bunyan,
Johnny Appleseed, Brer Rabbit,
Pocahontas, Davy Crockett and
more. It's a big book, nearly 14
inches tall but thin enough for
little to handle easily. The text
would be about right for a third
grader but older kids would enjoy
it too. Highly recommended.
• • • •
- I also want to recommend Sara
Paretsky's Tunnel Vision, a first
rate thriller. Chicago's toughest
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woman private investigator, V.I.
Warshawski, Solves a murder

with nasty political overtones.
This copy's in large print so it's
easy to read. Don't miss it.
• • • •
If tractor-trailer operations are
more your speed, then try Bumper to Bumper, by Mike Byrnes
and Associates. Bumper to Bumper tells you just about everything you would need to know
about driving a tractor-trailer rig.
It covers the history of trucking,
engines, electrical systems, backing into docks, safety,. paperwork
and everything else besides. If
}ou'vc been thinking about trucking as a profession this is the
place to start.
• • • •
Lots of people are going to
want to go to college. For them,
we have Peterson's Four-Year
Colleges. At more than 2,700
pages, Peterson doesn't leave
much to be guessed at. If you
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NAVY ENSIGN DANIEL W.
LOYD,a 1974 graduate of Calloway County 14igh School, recently participated in joint/combined
exercise RIMPAC '94 aboard the
aircraft carrier USS Independence, forward deployed to
Yokosuka, Japan.
An acronym meaning Rim of
the Pacific, R1MPAC teamed the
U.S. with four Paci
nations,
Australia, Canada, Jap and the
Republic of Korea, for t major
maritime exercise near Hawaii.
The exercise involved more
than 50 ships, 200 aircraft aud
25,000 sailors, airmen, Marines,
soldiers and Coast Guardsmen.
Multinational exercises like RIMPAC enable naval forces from
different countries to improve
their ability to operate together.
Loyd is one of more than 3,500
crewmen aboard the aircraft carrier which is capable of carrying
75 aircraft. He joined the Navy in
June 1981.
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need the true facts on a four-year
-•LoWege, Peterson's is the one you
want.(MSU? Look on page 693).
• • • •
Well then, what WAS the secret of Coca-Cola's success?
Salesmanship and marketing says
Fedrick Alan, in Secret Formula.
Backstabbing, conniving, underhanded politics, dirty pool and a
lot, a whole lot, of hard work
make Coke the world's largest
selling soft drink. Secret Formula
is actually quite good reading.
It's similar to Barbara Tuckman's
A Distant Mirror in that it tells
the history of the world by examining one company and the way
history changed it. Highly recommended for our non-fiction
readers.
• • • •
Having Babies is Thomas-Congdon's picture of nine months
inside an obstetrical practice.
Find out what a doctor's world is
really like and hear them speak in
one of the most emotionally difficult of all medical specialities.
It's great.
• • • •
•
After that, you may want Raising A Happy, Unspoiled Child by
Burton N. White. Taking a
child's development in - stages.
Raising lets you know what to
expect and what to do to raise a
baby in a loving, sensitive way
without letting the baby manipulate you.
• • • •
Doctor Dean Ornish's Eat
More, Weigh Lee has also
arrived. It's about one third technique and explanation and two
thirds recipes. Looks great.
• • • •
Finally, there's Training Mules
and Donkeys: A Logical
Approach to Longears by Meredith Hodges. We're talking about
dressage and jumping, not plowing and pulling. It's really something to sec.

hors who lived between the rivers," explained Committee Chair,
Dolly Gittahan. "Some we see
every year, others we haven't
seen for 50 years."
Gillahan expects to draw former residents from as many as 12
states, including California, New
York and Michigan. She said the
homecoming will begin at 10
a.m. and participants are encouraged to come early and stay late.
Gillaham said those attending
should bring their own food and
drinks. TVA will prepare the site,
furnish the pavilion, and provide
rcstroom facilities and water.
For more information contact
Dolly Gillahan
at
1-502-898-2524 or TVA's Land
_Between the Lakes at
1-502-924-1245.

Matthew S. Freeman

Freeman honored
A birthday party was given for
Matthew Scott Freeman, son of
Kevin and Kelly Freeman, at his
home on June 25. His sixth birthday was June 22. "Cats and Balloons" was the theme of his
party.
Attending the party were the
Iollowing:
Dan and Gail Watson and
children, Charlie, Thomas and
Alexis, Josh Mohler, Chelsea
Weaver, Naatalie Elkins, Shasta
Daniels, and Jennifer Harrell, all
friends and neighbors; Kayla
Holder, Morgan Freeman and
Kayla Crick, cousins; Timmy and
Sheila Freeman, Norma Crick,
Christie Holder and Catherine
DeLorenzo, uncle and aunts; Gerald and Jerrie Freeman and Jewel
and Martha Crick, grandparents;
Stella Jones and Earl and Frances
Crick, great-grandparents.
Relatives not present were
Rubene Kelly, maternal greatgrandmother, and Betty Freeman,
paternal step great-grandmother.

Thursday, Aug. 4
Customer Apprecialion Family
Night/6 30-9 p.m./Murray-Calloway
County Park Pool. Cost $1 per person
for park fundraiser. No passes
accepted
Singles Organizational Society
ISOS)/5:30 p.m./Chamber of Commerce to go to Big Apple. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224 or Linda, 437-4414.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Bob's Corner at New
Concord/1-3 p.m.
Garman Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library. Info/436-2858
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
TOPS KY 8469 of Murray/6
p m /Annex of Calloway County Public
Library.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. pt Main
Street Youth Center.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Middle School Retreat,
Paducah.
Shiloh General Baptist Church
study 7 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day OuV9 a.m. and 12:30
p m.: Young Women's Bible Study/8
P
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard, 759-9994.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building.
Pans. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p/m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Murray Kiwanis Clutr/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1.30 to 4:30 p.m.
Cowboy Cabarets/8 p.m./Kenlake
State Park Amphitheater.
•Info/753-3070.

Need Line needs school
items for school children
Murray-Calloway County Need Line is in need of items to help
children as they begin their school year.
Items especially needed include loose leaf binders, kinder mats both
new and used, back packs both new and used, spiral notebooks two
pocket folders, markers, crayons, glue and scissors.
• Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, said the office will
begin distribution of thc school items on Thursday, Aug. 11. Four or
five volunteers with children in the school age group are needed to
help in the distribution at the office.
Murray City Schools will begin Aug. 18 and Calloway County
Schools on Aug. 23.
Any volunteers interested in helping are asked to callathe office at
753-NEED. Persons may bring school items to the office, located on
the bottom floor of Weaks-Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie King of
Rt. 7, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Katelyn Beverly
King, born on Monday, Aug. 1,
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 11 pounds
and measured 21% inches. The
mother is the former Rayma Williamson. Both the father and
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We are pleased to announce that Dianna
Seaver*, bride-elect of
1,7! Brad
Robinson, has
II%i selected her decorative
accessories from our
ir) airs of distinction from
'.11 t e Southwest.
p , Deanna and Brad will
I.4i be married September
ill 24, 1994.
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- Current Investment

Rates

42-MONTH
182-DAY
9-MONTH
30-MONTH
12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

'500

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD
.

4.06%

'500
14.75%

Together It's Possible!

Serving Cafeteria Style

to‘

Tuesday-Saturday
Lunch Buffet 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet 4-8 p.m.

CALL IN ORDERS: 753-2348
Hwy. 121 North • Murray

SIZZLIN'
SUMMER

SAITIN!S
August Birthstone
Genuine Peridot
with Diamonds

1 Carat*
Filigree
Lace
Cluster

Solid Gold
Mickey
Ring

$499.

$24.99

Clear Not Cloudy
Diamonds
1/4 Carat*
"Moonglow"
Cluster

quit99
t-"-Preg $17999
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.•
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(

1 Carat*
Diamond Tennis
Bracelet
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Home-Cooked Meals Served

Grandparents are Walter and
Beverly King of Murray and Evelyn Williamson and the late Raymond Williamson of Metropolis,
111. An aunt is Denise Parrish and
two cousins are Nikki and Megan
Parrish, all of Murray.

Murray Home B Auto

1U

••-•

mother are employed at Fisher
Price.

GT2000 Grass Trimmer
-21.2 cc two cycle engine
Lightweight - under 9 lbs.
-Tap to advance cutting head

•Brush blade capable

Call 753-9500

•

If.

7
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King girl born Monday

SRM2100 Trimmer/Cutter
-21.2 cc two cycle engine
-Weights just 12 lbs.

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

"

Friday, Aug. 5
Thursday, Aug. 4
Into. 753-8136 or 435 4314
National Scouting Museum open 9
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
a m -4 30 p m 1nfo/762-3383
Eastern
ura
S:ar 7 30
ro
A
rr lodge hall at
Mery Griffin Theater.3 45 arid 6 45
m across from Players Riverboat
Main Street Youth Center 205 North
Il
Metropolis
Fourth St open 6.1 1 p m Info
CI 9 S n ° Friday,
753-TEEN
Customer Appreciation All-Age
First Presbyterian Church events
Night/6 30-9 p m -Murray-Calloway
include Korean Bible Stucy '7 p.m
County Park Pool Cost $1 per person
First Baptist Church *.ents include
for park fundraiier No passes
Parents' Nght Out6 30-9 30 p m.
accepted.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Sesquicentennial Shop open,10
Line Dancing 7 p m
a m -3 pm./east side of courtsquare
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Info/753-3649
open 8 30 a m to 12.30 pm and 1 30
Murray Country Club Mexican
dinner/7'30 p m with social hour/6 30 to 4 30 p m
Cowboy Cabarets 8 p m...Kenlake
p.m. -For reservations, 753-6113
State Park Amphitheater
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p m /for
Info 753-7040
senior citizens' activities
National Boy Scout Museum open 9
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p m for
a m -4 30 p m Info 762-3383
senior citizens' activities
Mery Griffin Theater 3 45 and 6 45
Breakfasr8.30 a m.
p m acrcss from Players Rerticat
Country Dance/Hardin Community
C
Intaos1.8
1 n0oc:935-Metropolis
lIt
Center/7.30 p m
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Land Between the Lakes events
Club/7 p.m /National Guard Armory
include Deer Up Close 10 a in
cancelled for this week
Bingo Play/7 p.m. at Wishing Well. Endangered Species 1 p m Eagles
Up Close a p m • Red Wolves
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Coyotes'3 p m 'Nature Center PlaneGroup. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to tarium. Show/11 a.m., 1. 2, 3
newcomers/American Legion Building. p m./Golden Pond Visitor Center
South Sixth and Maple Streets. Info/l-800-455-5897.

1/4 Carat*
Diamond
Heart
Pendant

IXNDIDE11:;

1
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Between The Rivers
homecoming is Aug. 14.
Former residents of TVA's
Land Between the Likes (LBL),
their relatives and, friends will
gather for the 23rd annual
Between The Rivas Homecoming on Sunday, Aug. 14, at the
Fenton Special Evants Area, east
of the Eggner Ferry Bridge on
U.S. Highway 68.
The day of picnicking and
reminiscing brings together families who were required to move
when President John F. Kennedy
authorized the development of
LBL in 1963.
"It's a homecoming to meet
and visit with friends and neigh-
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'500
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5.00%

5.75%
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Diamond
Bridal
Trio
atirf

itk 18" Solid Gold
Extra Wide
;IX
114. 1
ti1 ‘
., 4, Herringbone

YOUR
CHOICE

v., Extra Wide
,a...a
Rope
`.1...
-....N
Chain
*atik
....-a.
-4,•..
AN.,
NS4,‘.

$199. $99.
'lel3Real,:

.....7.-.....
-1-x
.
z.....
.
FREE Matching
Bracelet with Purchase .1,
Solid Gold
Hugs & Kisses
Bracelet

JEWELERS

1300 Johnson Boulevard, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • 753-7685

502-759-9443

Member FDIC • Substantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal

LENDER

*APPROXIMATE TOTAL WEIGHT •ILLUSTRATIONS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL
1* WITH APPROVED CREDIT
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Baseball strike
may be sooner
than expected

•

•

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 13 Times photo

THERE IT GOES: Diane Villanova of Murray (right) watches as her playing partner, Tonja Fike of Murray, putts on the 10th green at the Betty
Shepard Memorial golf tournament at Oaks Country Club Wednesday. The overall winners were Betty Vowel! and Vicki McLeary of Fulton, who
won a playoff over another Fulton team, Linda Brann and Faye Brundige, for the title. Other flight winners were: first flight, Vickie Singleton
and Wanda Brown; second flight, Martha Farmer and Beverly Solomon; third flight, Hilda Jackson and Verenda Johnson; and fourth flight, Sue
Jordon and Polly Buchanon.

tardly decd." Players say they
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
are owed the money because they
NEW YORK (AP) — Angered appeared in the All-Star game
by owners' refusal to make a last month, but some wondered .
whether the deadline could be
pension payment of about $7.8
million, the executive board of changed.
"I'm not sure if it could be
the players' association meets
today to consider changing the orchestrated in such a short perunion's Aug. 12 strike deadline. ii of time," Paul Molitor of the
Toronto Blue Jays said.
"It could be tomorrow. It
During a White House news
could be on the 12th. It could be
conference
Wednesday night,
after," Los Angeles Dodgers
President
Clinton
said the govplayer representative Brett Butler
said Wednesday night as talk of ernment could get involved in the
an imminent walkout swept tense talks but he wanted 'to be
through major league ballparks. cautious.
"I think it would be heartUnion head Donald Fehr and
breaking
for the American people
his staff were incensed during a
contentious 21/2 -hour bargaining if our national pastime didn't get
session. Players were angry, too, through this whole season," he
after owners failed to make the said. "There may be some other
Aug. 1 payment, about one things which can be done, but at
seventh of the $57 million annual this time the situation is sufficontribution under the deal that ciently delicate that I think we
need to leave it at that. ... If we
expired March 19.
"They're upset. There's a can play a" constructive rote, we
great deal - of dissatisfaction," will."
Clinton said he hopes there
Kansas City Royals player representative Jeff Montgomery said, isn't a work stoppage, which
adding that some of his team- would be baseball's eighth in 22
mates favored an immediate years.
"I mean, the prospect of seewalkout.
ing records that are 30 and 40
"If you would ask the players, years old broken for
those of us
they'd be willing to do it who like the offensive as well as
tonight," he said.
the defensive side of baseball —
Eugene Orza, the union's a;so- I mean this- is an exhilarating
elate general counsel, said the thing," he said. "And it's a great
executive board would convene
by telephone conference call to
discuss what he called "the das- • See Page 9

Offense no problem for Dream Team II
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketbail Writer
TORONTO (AP) — Walk the ball
uricourt. Shoot before the 24-second
Jock runs out.
What sometimes passes for an offen,ive attack in the NBA of the 1990s
in evidence in the next 11 days
as'tii, 1. nited States goes for another
cold medal in international competition
‘‘ith a brand new set of All-Stars.
Graced by a host of outside shooting
specialists, Dream Team II promises to
-he quick on the draw, easily breaking
the 100-point barrier that was just a
memory during the NBA playoffs.
But coach Don Nelson grimaces when
it's suggested that U.S. games at the
Wofld Championship of Basketball
would resemble Loyola Marymount

Squad has awesome attack

"We're taking' the first available

Yankees not worried
as strike approaches
By TOM WITHERS
Associated Press Writer
The only magic number for the New York Yankees is 12, as in
Aug. 12.
With uncertainty hanging everywhere, one thing is for sure: if
the season stops on or before Aug. 12, the New York Yankees will
be in first place'.
The Yankees became the first team to assure themselves of being
in first on the strike deadline with a 2-1 victory Wednesday over
the Milwaukee Brewers.
The game was called after 7'.6 _ innings clue to a torrential rain
storm.
The Yankees' sixth straight win improved New York's record to
17-1 since the All-Star Break and increased its lead in the AL East
to nine games over, the Baltimore Orioles.
"1 don'l think any of us looked at magic numbers for the strike
date or anything else," Don Mattingly said after the Yankees won
their eighth ip a row on the road. "We're just playing the best
baseball we can day-in and day-out."
Sterling Hitchcock (4-1) pitched a strong game after escaping a
jam in the Brewers' fourth and protected a 2-1 lead through seven
innings. Bob Wickman came out to start the eighth, but the downpour beat his 'first pitch.

Sallecteut
Par 3 Golf
Sports Center

1

• Golf Lessons - S15 •

shot," Miller said. "I know we don't
have to worry about a 30-second
clock."
Dan Majerle, who set an NBA record
for 3-pointers in 1993-94, said the
38-inch difference between the NBA's
23 feet, 9 inches for a 3-pointer and the
international distance of 20-7 is
significant.
"A 10-second shot clock might be
appropriate for us," Majerle said. "I
don't see us, holding the ball too long."
The U.S. team, which begins play
tonight against Spain at Hamilton,
Ontario, had two exhibition games
before coming to Toronto.

games of the late 1980s, when coach
Paul Westhead encouraged his team to
shoot for 200 points.
— 1 would like to think we're a little
more disciplined than that," Nelson said
Wednesday. One of the differences between the
16-team World Championship and the
NBA is having a 30-second shot clock
instead of a 24-second clock.
' BLit don't expect that to make much
of a difference, said Reggie Miller,
whose 25-point fourth quarter buried the
New York Knicks in a playoff game this

Golf
9 Holes
$3.00
18 Holes
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.00
18 Holes
$7.00
Carts $3.00 ea. 9 Holes

753-1152

S1 75

By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
GRAND BLANC, Mich. (AP)
"I wouldn't be here ifl didn't
— Just another veteran threethink I could compete."
some: Paul Azinger, Corey Pavin
and Ben Crenshaw. All familiar
Paul Azinger
names on the PGA Tour. They
(Pro golfer) might draw a few fans.
But it's a good bet this threesome will draw a lot of fans durAZINGER
ing the first two rounds of the
Buick Open. And if, after two
Buick Open champion Larry think 1 could compete,"'he said.
rounds of play Friday night,
Azinger only started hitting
Mize said. "i was-hoping I'd be
Azinger should make the cut —
balls
about two weeks ago, after
paired
with
him.
in
dry
eye
might
not
be
a
there
"The Tour's loaded with a lot going 40 days without practicing.
the place.
of good guys, and Paul's near the But the last American to win a
- Azinger, who will defend his
major tournament likes what he
top of the list."
PGA Championship title next
Azinger isn't expected to win. sees when he does practice.
week, tas just finished a nine"My swing has been very
month battle with cancer. His -He probably won't even make the
cut. He has only played six natural," Azinger said. "I have
start at Warwick Hills and Counrounds of golf *since good timing, good rhythm. It's
try Club will be his first since
almost as though I had never
beginning treatment for the ill- - Thanksgiving.
.
' But Azinger isn't counting
quit."
ness last November.
himself out.
To keep from tiring himself,
"Everybody's excited . about
"I wouldn't be here ill didn't
Azinger hasn't practiced much.
Patil coming back," defending

"I don't need to be a ballbeater," he said. "My ball trajectory is one I recognize. It's
straight. Putting, to me, remains
the biggest question mark."
Mize surprised everybody,
including himself, by winning the
Buick Open a year ago. He
almost didn't enter the
tournament.
He had missed the cut the two
previous years. Why return and
fail again?
But, frankly, he needed the
money and the practice. He had
missed the cut in Memphis, and
the Buick Open is the final tuneu for the PGA Championship.
So, six -days bcforc the 1993
tournament, Mize changed his
mind.
"It's funny how things' work
out," Mize said. "I didn't want
to be off for a week and a half

ESee Page 9

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

* Financing Available *
'Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Deakr"
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

a a.

1
411
-

:
:rt•
:
:

$1.00, $2.00 & S3.50 Buckets
50c
Batting Cages

N. 16th St.. Murray

let the NBA players in, the U.S. college
teams were struggling because they
lacked outside shooters. For us, this is
great. We feel like we're in college
again, where it's 19 feet."
Dumars said the U.S. coaching staff is
emphasizing to the outside shooters that
they have to be aware of where the
3-point line is at all times.
"They stressed to us not to take long
2-pointers," Dumars said. "We have to
be ready to take a step or two back to
get over the line."
But Dumars was quick to say that
while Dream Team II has plenty of perimeter shooters, it also is stocked with
inside weapons in Shaquille O'Neal,
Alonzo Mourning and Shawn Kemp.
"We'll play to our strengths,"
Dumars said.

Azinger makes return at Buick Open

/11
,
..10 i

Practice Range
Miniature Golf

In easy victories against the German
National team and the team of collegians that represented the United States
at the Goodwill Games, the NBA stars
took 27 and 28 3-pointers. In eight
gamesfat the 1992 Olympics, the original Dream Team averaged less than 17
3-pointers.
In addition to Miller and Majerle, the
U.S. team has two other 3-point specialists in Mark Price and Joe Dumars.
Price, who won the last two Long
Distance Shootouts at the NBA All-Star
game, said the U.S. team won't be shy
behind the 3-point line.
"We definitely have some very good
shooters on this team," Price said after
practice at Upper Canada College. "We
are well-suited for international play
with the shorter 3-pointer. Before they
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Hot Expos expand
NL East advantage

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Pittsburgh Pirates put themselves for sale

MONTREAL (AP) — Strike or
no strike. the Montreal Expos
will be tough to catch.
The Expos won their sixth
straight game and opened up the
biggest divisional lead of the season in the NL East with an 8;
3
victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on Wednesday night.
"Every win is important as the
deadline nears," said Gil Heredia, who shut out the Cardinals on
four hits over seven innings.
"We all hope a strike can be
avoided, but if it's gotta be done,
it's gotta be
said Heredia.
"Hopefully, we'll be able to salvage the season."
Lenny Webster, Sean Berry
and Moises Alou had solo home
runs, and Larry Walker had three
doubles — increasing his NLlead to 43 — as Montreal won
for the 14th time in 15 games.
The Expos have a 51/2 -game
lead over Atlanta — a half-game
larger than the Braves' largest
divisional lead on April 18.
"We have no control over

PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pittsburgh Pirates, who claim
they've lost $60 million since 1985, put themselves up for sale.
The city has six months to find a buyer willing to spend about $85
million to keep them in Pittsburgh.
If a new buyer is not found by early next year, the team could be
sold to out-of-town owners ,who could move the franchise.

Craig retires with San Francisco

te y

ROCKLIN, Calif. (AP) — Roger Craig, who helped the San
Francisco 49crs win three Super Bowls, retired one day after signing with the 49ers so he could retire as a member of the team he
started with.
In 11 seasons, the first eight with San Francisco, Craig, 34,
became the career leader in pass receptions among backs with 566.
He is 13th in career rushing, gaining 8,189 yards.
His retirement opened a roster spot for linebacker Rickey Jackson, who signed with San FranEisco earlier this week.
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Shuler has first workout with Redskins
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CARLISLE, Pa. (AP) — Washington Redskins rookie quarterback Heath Shuler had his first workout after signing an eight-year,
S19 million deal, the largest in team history, which included a $5
million signing bonus, also the largest the team has paid.
Shulcr was the third -pick overall in April's NFL draft.

Buccaneers come to terms with Dilfer
TAMPA, Fla.(AP) — Quarterback Trent Differ, the highest NFL
draft pick still unsigned, agreed to terms ofsa contract that will pay
him an average of $2.47 million per year in his first four seasons
with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
Dilfcr, from Fresno State, was the sixth pick overall.
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Cleveland signs veteran player Cage

FROM PAGE 8

CLEVELAND (AP) — Michael Cage, a center-forward who
became a free agent after six years with Seattle, agreed to a three)ear deal' with the Cleveland Cavaliers.
The 6-foot-9, 240-pound Cage, who has played 10 years in the
NBA, is known as a strong defensive player and rebounder. He
averaged 4.6 points and 5.4 rebounds last season. Cage said it was
a three-year deal, but did not disclose financial terms.

opportunity for these young players and what they can become.",
Atlanta Braves present' at the
bargaining session didn't mince
words. One lawyer in the union
said some players used profanity
as they attacked management.
Union head Donald Fehr
threatened a lawsuit over the
owners' failure to make the pension payment. He called owners
silly, chided them for their
"cavalier attitude" and labeled
the pension decision "a cheap
shot" that was "below the belt."
The sides spent little time discussing management's insistence
on a salary cap, which Fehr said
players will never accept.
"There's a better chance of the
United States returning to a
monarchy," Tom Reich, an agent
for many.players, said at a news
conference in Pittsburgh.
Union lawyers intended to present their economic analysis of
revenue sharing today, and full

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — With money and presitge the overriding concerns, the Hoosier Dome received a-new name — the RCA
Dome.
The downtown Indianapolis stadium assumed its new identity
under terms of a $10 million, 10-year agreement announced
between the city and Thomson Consumer Electronics. Thomson,
based in Carmel, manufactures electronics under the RCA name.
Mayor Stephen Goldsmith touted the deal as a way to raise
money for a new baseball stadium for the minor league Indianapolis Indians and increase the city's national prominence.

Graf advances in Toshiba Classic
CARLSBAD, Calif.(AP) -- Steffi Graf survived an early scare
and stormed back to defeat Lisa Raymond 6-7 (8-6), 6-2, 6-2 in the
third round of the $400,000 Toshiba Tennis Classic at the La Costa
Resort and Spa.
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored

By

Jane Rogers Ins.

Ahat's going to happen, so we
need to go full blast til the end,"
said Webster.
Hcredia (5-3), making his second start of the season — both in
place of injured Jeff Fassero —
allowed only one hit after Mark
%limn hit a leadoff single in the
second. He struck out six and
walked One.
The Cardinals, last in the NL
Central at 47-59, lost for the 10th
time in 11 games.
Montreal scored four runs off
Rhcal Cormier (2-2) in the first
inning, capped by Webster's fifth
homer.
"It seem% everything's going
their way," said Cormier, whose
last start was a 6-3 victory at
Montreal on May 14. He was
then disabled on May 23 with a
had back.
"When a team's going good, it
seems everything you throw up
there, they're right on it," said
Cormier, activated earlier in the
day.

negotiating teams probably will
meet again Friday, according to
lawyers involved in the talks.
Management negOtiator
Richard Ravitch insisted that
owners would never accept an
agreement that doesn't give them
cost certainty.
"We have a right, a fundamental right, to bargain for our cost
of labor," he said.
Executive council chairman
Bud Selig and . Ravitch say 19
clubs project they will Jose
money this year. The Los
Angeles Times, quoting a lawyer
close to the talks, reported Wednesday that two of the clubs are
the Los Angeles Dodgers and
Chicago White Sox. The New
York Daily news reported the
Mets are, on the list, too.
Fehr said owners won't release
the list of projected money losers
because of public reaction.
"No one would take the notion
of poverty seriously," he- said.
"You all would fall-on the floor
laughing."

'See me rot all your family insurance mode."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
next to Century 21)

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times COT
Emit Division
1111
L Pct, GI
Now Yon•
67
34
638 —
aantrnore
56 47
552 9
Boston
52. 55
446 16
"olonto
56
51
477 17
Devon
49 56
456 19
Genus! Dineen
W
L Pet G9
Clucago
63 43
594 —
tt riveiand
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44
591
l'A
Kansas Ctty
61
47
565 3
tie twault es
50 57
467 134
iannesota
48 58
453 15
West Division
W
L Pct, GB
T5•45
51
477 —
56
Oak.anct
47 59
443 314
°atom.,
44 64
407 74
Sian*
42 62
404 74
Wedneeday's Games
Boston 7 Toronto 2
fAnnesola 4 Baltimore 3
New Yoik 2 Milwaukee i 7,, innings. rain
Cleveland 7 Detrot
Kansas C.ty 9 Oakland 5
Texas It Chtcago
Seattle 4. Caidornia 4
Thursday's Gihmes
Oakland Reyes 0-2i at Kansas City (Adger 6-6).
t 35 pm
Toronto iStorvernyre 5-71 at Boston (Chemins 9-6).
6:6 Dm
Derrort ,Bergman 1-01 at Cleveland (Lopez 0.1).
05 Dm
Baltimore iliNtuarnson 3-01 at Milwaukee tEldted
'3 10) 705 pm
New Yorir 'Abbott 8-7) at kinneeOla (Enckson
3-':-: 7.35 p m
Cn.cago Ira( Dowell 9-6) at Texas (Bonanon 1-1).
35 pm
Seattle (Cummings 1-4) at Caltorma tAnderson
'
7 35 pm

Nations' League
East Clivistien
W
I. ht. GB
•
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•• 38
Ala —
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63 44
5819
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52 56
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Cmonnab 17, San Cranasoo 4
Phial:40Na 7 fthstairgh 0
New York 3 Atlanta 2
Montreal 0. St Louis 3
Houston 2. Colorado 1
San 0
-.go 4 Las Angeles 2
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh iLfebst 54) at dhilactelphia IScning
120S pen
rionda )Gardner 3-4) at Chicago (Tractisa)
220 pm
San Diego (Genes 6-12) at Los Angews .Gross
3-7l 305 pm
Si Lows (Tewksbury 11401 itMoneeal 11,
164.ter
ti 21 635 pm
Colorado (Ritz 4-5) al Madden OM* 7-6), 7 OS P
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MAGIC NFDIars A enceTATTOO S
licensed tattoo
artist in Calloway Co.

+ Only

+ Cover-up specialist
+ No drugs or alcohol

+ Sterile methods

+ Must be at least
18 years old

+ Over 29 bnght colors
+ Many designs to choose

FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL:

753-4748

American Made - American Owned

WAREHOUSE TIRE

•Azinger...
FROM PAGE 8
before the PGA. So I came up
here, and won it. Sometimes, 1
like to take one week off before a
major. But not this time."
Mize comes into this Buick
Open after a four-week layoff. He
hasn't played since finishing
eight strokes off the lead in the
British Open.
"I'm optirr stic," Mize said.
"I'm playing well. I feel really
good."
But he has limited experience
at defending a championship.
Mize has won only four times in
the United States, including his
1987 Masters title.

"I successfully defended a
championship in Japan, the
Dunlop-Phoenix," Mize said.
"The thing you have to do is
make sure you have time for
yourself. I'll make sure I don't
get too far ahead of myself.
"In other words, don't spend
tbo much time defending."
Nick Price, golf's only multiple winner with four victories
this season, left the door open for
Mize and others when he withdrew on Monday.
But there are still plenty Of big
names, including Ian Baker-.
Finch, Fred Couples, Ben Crenshaw, Nick Faldo, Lee Janzen,

Tom Kite, Davis Love,111, Corey
Pavin, Curtis Strange and Atelier.
Yet this is a year when being a
big name hasn't accounted for
much. There have been eight
first-time winners already this
season — three of them tour
rookies.
"There are so many good golfers out_here now," said Faldo,
who tied for eighth at the British
Open despite a wrong-ball penalty- during the first round. "If
you're on, you're on. But if
you're off, you're way off,
because there are so many guys
who can fill in."

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sale hams Cash S Carry
. Good Thru 89,514

2MYERS umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray
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DEATHS

Protect The Ow swou Love.

PRO LINE OF
WEST KENTUCKY
SAVE $SC NOW WITH
MIS ADS

-

Ms. Chandra Kaye Gipson

Shock Collars • Bark Collars

Call Today For A
Ms. Chandra Kaye Gipson. 33, Hardin, died Tuesday at 8:38 p.m.
Her death was from being hit by car while walking on Highway 80.
east of Hardin.
She was the daughter of Frances Boaz Elam and the hlte Roscoe
Elam.
Survivors include her husband, Steve Gipson, address unknown;
three sons, Stevie Gipson, Jeffery Gipson and Josh Gipson, and her
mother, Mrs. Frances Boaz Elam, all of Hardin; three sisters, Vickie
Young and Marie Elam, Lexington, and Janie Hillard, Hardin; one
brother, Jeff Elam, Hardin.
Services will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the Chapel of Filbeclann
Funeral Home, Renton. The Riv. Willard Beasley will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call - at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Friday.

Free Estimate
NM nib AIM

Vir

492-8250

CIA/ IAII

•Fmancing Avallabk
•Locall)%Owned & Operated

Pet Containment System

1-800-292-2434

Stock Market Report
Doss Jones Ind.
DJIA Presious Close.....-3792.66
4914-34
". Air Products
S414 unc
A T&T
Bell South
4
/
Briggs & Strattos..—.-.- 7754-3
S314-14
Bristol Myers Squibb
428 44A
CIIT Corp Ky•
46-13/s
. Chrysler
30-14
Dean Foods
Exxon........
. Ford Motor..—...—....... 30-134
os•General Electric ..-...-.-........49-s4
General Motors.............. 5114-134

Prices As Of 9 a.m.
16s/s+14
2634-1/s

K-Mart
K

unc
LC&
.28 unc
Mattel .
2614+14
McDonalds
unc
Merck ...... .......—....
49+ 1/s
J.C.Penney
23B 2314A
Peoples First* ......
Quaker Oats.............-... 763/s unc

Sears ........... .....
Texaco...................
Time Warner............-... 363/s unc
2914- 14
6314+1/2 1ST
.... 36+14

ioody ear .....
I B M
Ingersoll
ihniarti Lyons Is e market
, UNC price unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(602) 753-3366

4.,
1
*. /

maker in this stock

.74:k
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

Charles Edward McLemore
Charles Edward McLemore, 56, formerly of Marshall County, died
Sunday afternoon, July 31, at St. John's Hospital, Springfield, Mo.
His death followed a brief illness.
Born June 16, 1938, in Lauderdale County. Ala., he was known by
lriends in Marshall County and sufrounding area as "Tadpole." His
motile!, Mrs. Vona Kennedy McLemore, died in April 1945.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bessie Mahue McLemore; three
daughters, Vona Harris, Springfield, Mo., Theresa Greene, Scymore,
Mo., and Danielle Ivy, Benton; two stepdaughters, Janata Sue Dukes,
Smithland, and Melcna McClure, Marion; three grandchildren; five
stcpgrandchildren; his father and stepmother, Earl arid Floria McLemore; one sister, Mrs. Audene Campbell and husband, Jim, Killen,
Ala.; one brother, Ron McLemore and wife, Melissa, Murray; two
.tepsisters, Mrs. Betty Tidwell and husband, Charles, and Mrs. Joyce
Springer and husband, Carlton, Florence, Ala.; one stepbrother, Dennis Kennedy and wife, Cindy, Killen, Ala. Graveside memorial services will be Saturday, Aug. 13, at 2 p.m. at
Barnett Cemetery, Lexington, Ala.

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
111=1.° Ille..... 111
C)

CL
Guaranteed
Storewide Savings Off
Our Already Low
Discount Price!
Take Another
10-20-30-40-50%
OFF!

y

RI
CLEARANCE
SPECIAL
STORE
HOURS

Thursday 10:00-6:00
9:00-8:00
Friday
Saturday 9:00-5:00

Reductions Will Continue Until

1 Million Dollars In Excess
Inventory Is GONE!!

At the end of August, we must
pay taxes on all remaining
inventory. Fleming's board
of directors has ordered
storewide price reductions.
This is the largest sale of the
year. Nothing will be spared!!

Here's How It Works:

400,
200,

Fleming Discount Price
And
Take
Another

Fleming Discount Price
And
Take
/0
Another

Fleming Discount Price
And
Take
Another

Fleming Discount Price
And
Take
Another

50%
30w
/0

1

REDUCTION
NOTHING HELD
BACK!

Just A Few Examples Of Your Guaranteed Savings...
S839
Bedroom, 5 Pc Broyhill. Oak *Retail $2299 Disc Price $1749 ..An Extra 40%.. $1049
Mattress & Box Springs, Full Size, Firm.. 'Retail $459. Disc Price $279 An Extra 20°0 $223
End Tables or Cocktail Tables...*Retail $229.. Disc. Price $179 ..An Extra 50%.. $89

• Sofa & Loveseats, Broyhill Traditional
•
•

*Retail $1849

•
• Dining Room. Thomasville, Cherry
Table-6 Chairs & Hunt Board 'Retail $6549
• 27" Zenith. Stereo, Oak Color TV

•Retail $899

td
0

a;
CL
=-•

'Design
Assistance
Ava

8
r-r•
0

CL

$2499
$599

Disc Price $4999.. An Extra 50°0

flemm
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

305 N Main * Benton ,
* Paducah. KJ
451 8 161 h
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224
442-4455 * 1 -800-788-6224
•

OPI,\ DAILY 9 to

••4•..

Mrs. Vadys Elrod
Services for Mrs. Vins Elrod will be today at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Don Young and
the Rev. Johnny Sams will officiate. Burial will follow in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Mrs. Elrod, 79, Life Care Center, LaCenler, died Monday at 7:42
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Imojean Borden, Reidland,
and Mrs. Elaine Grosvenor, Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. Gladys Owen
and Mrs. Maggie Ross, Paducah, and Mrs. Inez Jones, Murray; one
brother, Claude Myers, Paducah; four grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Robert Kenneth Lynn
Funeral rites for Robert Kenneth Lynn will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah, Dr. Wayne Fesmire, the Rev.
Gregory Waldrop and the Rev. Clarence Hare will officiate. Burial
will follow in Maplelawn Cemetery, Paducah.
Mr. Lynn, 80, Paducah, died Monday at 9:30 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital there.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jewel Sitze Lynn; three daughters,
Sarah Lynn, Lexingtin, Laura Lynn, Owensboro, and Mrs. Lisa Puckett, Murray; two sons, Robert K. Lynn Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., and John
S. Lynn, Paducah; six grandchildren.

Mrs. Virginia Bannister Belote, 71, of 317 Center St., Mayfield,
died Wednesday at 7 a.m. at Chateau Girardeau Health Care Center,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The widow of Joe B. Belote, she was a member of First Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
Survivors include two sons, Joe B. Belote, Cape Girardeau, and Stephen N. Belote, Chicago, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Margaret Ward, Baton
Rouge, La.; one brother, William Bannister, Elkhart, Ind.; four grandchildren; one great-irandchild.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Dr. John Huffman and the Rev. Bob Wilson will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Doug Edwards, Larry Lemon, Wells Purdom,
Tim Cook, Ronald Adams and Norris Jones. Burial will follow in
Highland Park Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).

Investigators check track,
train for cause of accident

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
7homasville
Gallery'

Services for Mrs'. Rhoda Barnes Holland will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks
and O.D. McKendree will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Holland, 89, Dexter, formerly of Calvert City, died Tuesday at
11:38 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include her husband, Chester A. Holland; two daughters,
Mrs. Emma Jean Ramsey and husband, Mark, Dexter, and Mrs. LouLane (Lou) Carr and husband, Mike, Calvert City; one son, Aubrey
Holland, Calvert City; eight grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

0

Disc Price $1399. An Extra 40°0

Disc Price $749.. An Extra 20°0

Mrs. Rhoda Barnes Holland

Mrs. Virginia Bannister Belote

Absolute Inventoey

Fleming Disco nt Price
And
Take
Another

The funeral for Al Scull, will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Ronnie Cope will officiate
with Mrs. Olivene Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Daniel Easley, Billy Joe Hawkins, Michael
H,awkins, Brent Allen, Kevin Beasley and Frank Walker. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Scull, 69, Hazel, died Tuesday at 4 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was a newspaper carrier for the Murray Ledger & Times.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marie Scull; four daughters, Mrs.
Nancy Walker, Hardin, Mrs. Neva Thweawtt and husband, Larry, and
Mrs. Frances Clark and husband, Rick, Murray, and Mrs. Becky
Easley and husband, 011ie, Mayfield; two sons, Bill Scull, Hazel, and
Charles Scull and wife, Collene, Murray; two stepsons, Tommy Toy,
Largo, Fla., and Buddy Workman and wife, Susan, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Edwina Griffith, New York; one brother, Walter Scull Jr., New
Icrsey;. six grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.

=-•

or/

Al Scull

Cfci

BATAVIA, N.Y. (AP) —
Investigators are loOking at track
conditions and the possibility of
mechanical failure in an Amtrak
derailment that led the U.S. secretary of transportation to call
today for a rail safety summit.
About 110 of the 360 people
on board were injured when the
Chicago-bound Lake Shore Limited jumped the tracks Wednesday morning just outside Batavia,
30 miles east of Buffalo. Amtrak
said seven people were seriously
injured and a total of about 30
were hospitalized.
Transportation Secretary
Federico Pena said from
Washington, D.C., that he plans
to call together officials of the
railroads, Federal Railroad Administration.—Mte -agencies and
others "to rededicate ourselves to
assuring the highest levels of
safety." Pena mentioned no summit date in his comments on CBS
television.
National Transportation Safety
Board investigators said they
would inspect the wrecked cars

HOG MARKET
Not All Merchandise
At All Locations
Does Not Apply to
Previous Purchases
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today.
A cargo car apparently was
jostled off the tracks at least three
miles east of the site of the
wreck, said the NTSB's John
Lauber. The car's wheels sliced
gouges into the wooden railroad
tics, he said.
Lauber said the crew of a
freight train saw sparks flying
from the Amtrak train's wheels
and tried to radio a warning. But
the Amtrak crew radioed back to
say they missed the message.
The train's back half shot off
the tracks and down an embankment before the freight train crew
could repeat its warning, he said.
The Amtrak crew underwent
tests to determine if they had
been drinking or using drugs, but
the results were not immediately
available.
The train derailed, on a
straightaway, going a mile under
the 79-mph speed limit, Lauber
said.
That stretch of track is
inspected twice a week, most
recently the day before the accident. Lauber said. By Wednesday
night, investigators had found no
defects on the train itself that
might have caused the wreck, he
said.
"There's nothing that leaps out
at this point to explain the derailment," Lauber said.
Conrail, which owns the
tracks, said they would be
repaired and operating again by
this afternoon.
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1994 Sidewalk Sale Contributions

WIN MYSTERY
$ MONEY $

$25.00 DONORS
The Place
The Edge
Thurman Furniture
MicroAge Computer Center
Murray Shoe Repair
Roy's Pharmacy
Printing Services & Supplies
Factory Discount Shoes
Pagliai's
Wallis Drugs, Inc.
Selections Bridal Registry & Gifts

Mystery items will be hidden at four
of the above sidewalk sale participants.
Buy one of the four mystery items
and win

$100!

$50.00 DONORS

We extend a special 'Thank You" to JH Churchill Funeral Home
for their $400 Mystery Money donation.

WKYQ 93.3 FM
Murray Ledger & Times
Bank of Murray
J & S Citgo
Shoe Tree

Murray Pier 1 Imports
Murray Supply Co.
Sirloin Stockade
JCPenney
Bel-Air Shopping Center Merchants
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Featuring the latest in
Ladies' Fashions from
Name Brand Designers.
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Sidewalk Sale Bargains!

-•
s

Savings Up To

I
I

75% Off

•

FRAME VILLAGE ill

111

Court Square • Murray • 759-9853

STUPfr
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY August 5 & 6
Here is Some of the Stuff
We'll have on our Sidewalk!

HOUSEWARES

Come
In and
SIDEWALK
Enjoy
Our All-You-Can-Eat
GO-ERS!
Lunch Buffet

AUTOMOTIVE 1

SWF" STUPP
Assorted Rubbermaid
Keepers, Wastebaskets, Laundry Baskets, etc.

50% Off

Odd 14" or 15" Wire Wheel Covers
$5.00

All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffet

Mechanics Creeper
Trash Bags

$7.00

$1.00, $2.00 & $3.00 a Box

$999

Car Caddies

Indoor Smokeless Range Grill

from $1.50
6

$5.00
Super Stir Fry

Each

Only

4 pc. Car Mats

Lunch Only- 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Good Fri., Sat. & Sun.

Aug. 5-7 Only!

In Assorted Colors

'15.00

$9.00, $12.00 & '19.00

Egg Serve Dish

Selected SK Tools

$4.00

Chestnut
Street

40% Off

Mini Muffin Pans

• Coupon Not Good
With Any Other Offer

Fog Light Kits & Driving Light Kits
'12.00 to $19.00

$3.50
Tater Twister
'20.00

'29.00
Sentry Home File Safe

SUMP

'250.00
Digital Bath Scale

516.00
Selected Kitchen & Bathroom Faucets

*Must Present Coupon
When Ordering

Shop at Home...
Bank at Home!

PAINT

Eureka Step Saver

753-6656

Mismatched Paint
in Gallons & Quarts

Greatly Reduced!

from $1.00

HARDWARE

situ&

Furniture Refinishing Products

from $1.00
Odds & Ends

Enjoy The Citywide-Sidewalk Sales!

SPORTING GOODS

Ii Bank of Murray

Assorted Punches

50% Off

STU&

Flat Top Tool Box

'12.00
Paint Stripper

Ball Gloves

'36.00

50% Off

Cordless Ratchet Kit

Deluxe Boat Seats

'38.00

(1 Gray & 1 Green)

Assorted Titanium Drill Bits

'25.00 each

50% Off

LOCATION
MAN oFFICE
IAAN AT AM NOM ROM UM *105517141
AVM IMAPOCH•aim 1.1111 AT PONY • WU RUB MORE MUM CMS
IMAM

OP
SUMMER

14

•

Masters Net

$7.00

5 Gallon Shop Vac

'30.00

Tackle boxes
$6.00 & $8.00

16 Gal. Shop Vac

oike - 101

753- IW13 • ?Amber t BIC • Equal fluumns Lender CI
S Founh St • Itnntrisnt Branch - Sic N 12th St • S Manor Branch -611 Ihh SI

SAVINGS

r.

Sidewalk Sale

'79.00

Friday & Saturday, Aug. 5 & 6

Assorted Gloves

50% Off--

More than we can
possibly list here.
Come and see!!

Decorative Glass Shelves

'15.00
Patio Door Security Alarms
'10.00

NO LAYAWAYS

010

•

NO RETURNS

NO RAINCHECKS

•

al
•

WE WILL NOT HOLD
SALE MERCHANDISE

OFF
-Invitations

b

Plush
Figurines 0
‘

'6

Stationery

10' and 25' Boxes .0' Photo Albums
Partyware .0 Gift Wrap and More!

Coastto Coast
-

MmtinCo,c,

VISA

America's TOTAL HARDWARE® Store

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

444
.
4k

READMORE

Open
Mon.-Sat.
8:30-9:00
Sun. 12-6

Chestnut Hills

•

BOOK-N-CARD 40,

Murray
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•
The Book
Rack
New. Discounted if
Used Books'
Greet &ft Ideal
School St4ophes

RRI *ern

WE
SELL OR TRADE
• USED
PAPERBACKS

M.-F. 9:30-5

BIGGEST SIDEWALK SALE EVER!!
IT'S SO BIG...IT'S ALL INSIDE!!

Sat. 9:30-4
1
IN
MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
on Chestnut
753-4821

40% 70

Entire Stock Now...

wo

Amy

0FF
Children's Fashions

THE ALREADY LOW PRICES ON EVERY SINGLE ITEM!! EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!!

FINAL
CLEARANCE

Entire Stock of Summer & New Fall Fashions at One Time Savings!
Great Savings On EVERYTHING Inside The Store
*Many prices have already been reduced. Now, the cashiers will deduct an
additional 40% off, enabling you to save up to 70% and more!!

Savings Throughout
The Store!

• All Sales Final — Cash, Check, Visa & MasterCard Accepted •

Court Square • Murray

*Hours: Friday 9 a.m.-8:30 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sunday 1-5 p.m.*

408 South 12.4440St.
Murray, Ky. • 753-0005

SIDEWALK SALE • SIDEWALK SALE • SIDEWALK SALE • SIDEWALK SALE
(1)

RESIN CLUB CHAIR
resists chipping, peeling
& fading, stackable,
white, 2 year warranty.
Made in USA.
Only $6.26

VINYL HOSE
• 2-ply construction,
1/2" x 50% Made
in USA.
Only $3.00

V

American Standard
Lavatory & Tub & Shower Faucets

[444:

BELOW COST!

a

Over 100 to Choose From
Both Chrome & Polished Brass

0.•

Radio Shack Electronic Products
Marked Cost & Below

°t

3

b
ilyeA

61 OPEN AT
9-A.M.
Friday & Saturday
Aug. 5 & 6 Only

WEEKEND MOVIE RENTAL SPECIAL
8 Movies for $10 -- New Releases Included!
Over 200 Used Movies for Sale $3.95 ea.
— Free Popcorn
^

1/4" drive electric drills

$99-49
Discontinued Lighting Fixtures
Low, Low Prices on Many Hardware & Cleaning items
First Cane • First Sowed' Lirrawf CituemleS

LECIRIC

HOLESALE

SUPPLY CO.

200 E. Main • 753-8201

206 E. Main • 753-8194

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main • 753-3361

1VS N1V111001 .
1

(pick up Friday & return Monday)
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N1VM3 •171

611 IhSt
11.1•

14.

WIVAP.301

Murray Rental & Sales, Wholesale Electric & Murray Supply

Sidewalk

Lots of Fantastic Bargains!
Don't Miss It!
Plush
Barney

'499

Only

Limited Quantities!

JCP-nney
tT

477 • V.1•Zi 110 Fi • 4:3 •

7-

Chestnut Hills • Murray

V

LU
0

Three Sales In One!
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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.•

•

'

,

•

Sidewalk
Specials

The Time To
Save Is Now!

c:

1•

A

.•
••

•••

Summer Gift Ideas

I•
•

lb'
•
I

HOLLAND DRUGS
lob Dues, R.Pk.

109 S. 4111 SI. • Dowulovra, Murray

•1
;

SALE

is

*Celestial WInd Chums •Decorative Flags
•Greeting_Cards Rir All Occasions
•Scented Candles •Ptcture Frames •Unique
Sale As Theseilay, Friday & Saturday

Sidewalk Sale

Sidewalk Clearance

•

20%-50% Off (Inside)

••

•s

1.
S.
/
VI;
•

Furniture • Lamps
Prints • Accessories

•

up to

753-1462
ti,511

St.

'1%

75% Off

•S•

S.

,

Friday & Saturday
August 5 & 6

it.
'
'
I

$1

S.'

• '2 • '5 Tables

•

si
!I:
.,
/•

Take An Additional
••

Sidewalk Savings
Galore!
All Sidewalk Sale
Merchandise and
In-Store Clearance Items.

.•
••
:;•

On All

%

Summer Merchandise

PeTileel Pace

sHoe
se•nsa-rion

D1cELLtT

dor
5 N 12th St., University Square

Chestnut Hills - Murray
753-6242

415
3334•'

753-7441

41P.

t
ia

• •
-••,....•••••

0;•
•

305 S. 12th St.
• •

!JD
410•1•

• lib•

•I

•

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
0

Ladies' Dress &
Casual Shoes

-13
C/)

1st Pair Regular Price
2nd Pair
U •• N

Savings
Up To

753-4567

•I,

Ar.,•

a-

Shoesfor the entire family with brand names
by Nike*, Reebok', Converse*, Eastland',
Connie°, Tretorre and Bass'.

'74 Peziket Pail At 7‘e

Happinesallace

••
•11

99c

0

Factory Discount X
4
`
0
Shoes
100 S. 5th St.
753-9419
OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

Closed Sunday

acti‘

t
•••

••••••••••• ••• •- •

•

••••
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;

•

,
•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SIDEWALK SALE SAVINGS!

FINAL

2 Pc. Outfits

MARKDOWN
Savings On
Dresses, Suits
and Coordinates

5%

One Size Fits All
Several Colors

'7.00
Box Sales
Jewelry • Belts
lltair Accessories

White Denim
& Linen

Jewelry &
Belts

Rack of
T-Shirts

Jackets • Skirt,,
Shorts

: t

11.9

5.00 1/2 Price

5.00
All Types of Fabrics
Rayon • Cotton Knit
Cotton
(Keg Prue up Co $1; )aro

LOW, LOW
PRICES
on
Everything
Inside & Outside!

Odds.& End
Thread

10c

50 & Up 2.00 & Up

BOLD LIQUIDATORS
•

308 Main Street

Murray

THE

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

Downtown • Murray

The
Sidewalk
Doesn't
End
Downtown

BEL-AIR
CENTER

Come On Out
94 East to...

South 12th Street
(Hwy. 641 South • Murray)
Shop 8 Drop

Check Inside For...

Drop in a load...then visit the Sidewalk Sale.

COOL VALUES

Murray Laundry Center
Bel-Air Center - between Storey's & Murray Sewing
Sun. 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Owner: Kathy Coleman

Mon.-Sat. - 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
759-2570

908 Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-6926

a

50'

Coln Op-Laundry • Alterations

noRmAn.
MERLE
COSMETIC STUDIOS
The Great Taste
Of A Great Country

lb.

per load 75°

Selected Items 1/2 Price

Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. & Sat. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Laundry Service

Washers

SEARS
MURRAY - KENTUCKY
••

65651

25851I

Extra-large

washer capacIty

means fewer loads each week!

7
••••• —0

/77

Pk

Kenmore

19.99.
S•ars lout pm.

C••fl;•"

r

•%

40_,IF

Ultra

Plus

detorgenty

180-wash wyth or
athOtil •0ften0,

96159133

y

1))(-1
X

-Double rollover Dual-Action
agitator...a Sears.exclusive!
•12 drying cycleS...including
Permanent Press!

11-16Lf

;-•-•

Where Good Things
Come Together...

pro morel
*17 Pun
ice

449.88 349.88
ft,
1

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

*219

*199

Save 570 Large
capacity washer

Save 670 Large
capacity dryer

3 cycles and 2 water levels

With auto dry tecosnaton

Bel-Air Center
753-2310

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Center • Murray... 753-0448 '

9546 stool•os W

Closeout!
Extra-large
capacity dryer
•so• Hear guards apisewl over-

• Autoewhc Trwrloreaurr• comm.,
• 5 water swirls 2 speed motor
IttIt

• Poressm, too sloe ,•:1

Owned & Operated
By: Opal Hart

•
•
4a.

•
•

-

- •It

,
41
-.1.-.1•-••

' ••••
•••••-••-••••1••••-•.

Vtt•• 1..Se

W•a• quenilitv ,asi Woo SO 99

Closeout!
Extra-large
capacity washer

•

•••-•.•

a 9woroGtorgo
pot

VA 796 7•

•

drying W9••• OuNd 1 Nape
prevent "ark* when clothes
can't b• rismovis0 poompay

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Sunday 1-5 p.m.

•

1*
.

-;
4

. t iY1
4
.
w •

.1 40.1.

'

J.

4.42

•

;14.

*IR

4,
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CLASSIFIED

Al
an
St
Sc
ra!

•

CLASSIFIED AD liAlES
QIIINSIY ASIA
WOO

e-

Column Inch
% laboo.ma and
ark pleamill
auk
413Ada NM Astallir 061,
0640
$t IS pot caturtin inch extra tor
Tuesday (ShaPPM9 GUids)-

}Wash/L.6a
254 per woid, $5.00 minimum
lit day.54 per wades/day tor
each additional Consecutive
day. $1.75 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classeds go Into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 este for
bilnd box ode
1231..SlatlialLaWall
A Wiles WOW motiltailStsasalt•
any dimesto ad Mir*edam

'WM

TO PLACE
AN AD

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

190
370
390
400
550

CALL 753-1916
- m u08 irrc,

EMPtOr M ENT

Legal NotiCe
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Proctuce
- Feed & Seed

060
070
000
100
110

Help Wont
Dar estic & Chtdccue
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

30
250
290
533

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
293
Mobile Homes for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Pent
300
Busness Rentois
310
Wont To Rent
320
Apartments For Pent
330
Rooms For Pent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

470
480
485
490
495
503
510
520

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

TRANSPORIATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

20
30
40
50
55
60
65
70

so
95
203
210
220
240
260
393

MEKHAND151
Computers
For Solo or Trod*
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Miuscal
MisceNoneous
& Radio
Pets & Supplies

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

REAL ESTATE SALES
kAoblie Homes For Sole
For Sale or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sale

DI
Fa
co
in)
sh

su
i

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

rn.
Re
ex

Advertisers are requested to
check Ilse first Insertion of
their ads tor any env'. Away
lodgerii lime MN lie respondble kw only one h-a• rnoct Insertion. Any error
should be reported Iminedldory so corrections can be
made.

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

to
de
Cc
clt
sh
dr

• DOOdlln•S on 2 days
it advancei

WI-

020

010

Lege
Notice
Homer L. Marshall,
LEGAL NOTICE
Hazel, Ky. 42049 DeA final settlement of
accounts has been filed
ceased, Tommy Marshall, 1701 Audubon, in the Calloway District Court by Dorothy
Murray, Ky. 42071 Executor, Appt. 07-27-94,
Cook, Executrix, of the
William Donald Overestate of Dyrus H.
bey,291 Main St., MurStubblefield, deceased.
Exceptions to this setray, Ky. 42071 Attortlement must be filed
ney.
John N. Reed, Jr., in the Calloway District Court on or before
1002 Payne St., Mur9:00 a.m. August 15th,
ray, Ky. 42071 Deceased, Michael R. 1994, the date of hearReed, 109 Hacienda, ing.
Ann P. Wilson,
St. Peters, MO 63376
Circuit Court Clerk
and Cindy A. Dieckhaus, 22 Pilothill, St.
LEGAL NOTICE
Peters, MO 63376 CoA final settlement of
Executors, Appt. 07- accounts
has been filed
29-94, C. Kaek Blank- in the Calloway
Disenship, 204 South
trict Court by Velma
Sixth St., Murray, Ky. Miller, Executrix,
of
42071 Attorney.
the estate of Cleo GroAnn P. Wilson, gan, deceased.
ExcepCircuit Court Clerk
tions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. August
15th,
1994, the date of hearing.
LEGAL NOTICE
Ann P. Wilson,
A final settlement of
Circuit Court Clerk
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway DisLEGAL NOTICE
trict Court by Ralph
A final settlement of
Daniel Cossey, Execu- accounts has been filed
tor, of the estate of in the Calloway DisGeorge Cossey, de- trict Court by Marion
ceased. Exceptions to Sue Dortch, Adminithis settlement must strator, of the estate of
be filed in the Calloway Iva Lee Nesbitt, deDistrict Court on or be- ceased. Exceptions to
fore 9:00 a.m. August this settlement must
15th, 1994, the date of be filed in the Calloway
hearing.
District Court on or beAnn P. Wilson, fore 9:00 a.m. August
-Circuit Court Clerk 15th, 1994, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
LEGAL NOTICE
Circuit Court Clerk
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Becky
Smith,guardian for Allison Pritchett, minor
child. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. August
15th, 1994, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(D00,6 open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
Hale Road. oght on Sq Hale Road 1/4 moki
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

NON PROW ORGANIIA TION

P.O Box 1033

Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
tales at different ages for $4000 policy

age
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
$1116
14 08
18 28
23 32
31 40
41 48

50
55
60
65
70
75

FEMALE
$856
10 60
13 52
169€
23 20
31 24

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.-1

020
Notice

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comptehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever.
For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local claim service'
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closel
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads
hot sandtsches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804
WOODCRAFTERS FOR
HIRE. Let me cut out and
sand your wood craft items
for you Reasonable prices
RBI scroll saw 10 years
experience 753-8257

LOST Blue Healer pup,
black eyes black collar, red
flea collar 753-2418
LOST near Kenlake Marina 1yr old, black & white,
Siberian Husky Name is
Buffy Rewardll 474-8330

ALIGNMENT Technician
Transmission Technician
Peppers Chrysler in Paris
needs two trained technicians because of increased
business If you have certification in either field, apply
in person to Ronnie Gray,
Service Manager
ASSEMBLERS Excellent
income to assemble products at home Info
1-504-646-1700 Dept
KY -2021

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 In bonus
paid monthly. quarterly &
yearly PLUS TOP MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS
Other paid benefits Vacation-Health and LifeDead head- Motellayover
Loading & Unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT
1800-441-4394 Solos and
students welcome
BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN is now taking applications for restaurant help
Apply in person
901-247-5798
DENTAL Assistant
needed Send resume to
1653 Calloway St Murray,
KY 42071
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVER-GET HOME EVERY WEEK I OTR/
Shorthaul opportunities,
home weekly (shorthaul),
assigned late model equipment, $750 experienced
sign-on bonus BURLINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS
1-800-JOIN BMC. EOE
DRIVERS- Come for the
Money, Say for the stability.
J.B. Hunt. one of America's
Largest and Most Successful Transportation Companies, offer its drivers starting salaries in excess of
$2,000 monthly Let us help
you with your training Inexperience persons call:
1-800-845-2197 Experienced Drivers call
1-800-368-8538. EOE.
Subject to Drug Screen

H•lp
Wantod
IMMEDIATE Hire Victory
Express (Dayton area), hiring inexperienced applicants for OTR drivers Our
tuition-free training will
have you earning in one
month 1-800-543-5033 for
information.

3 JOB
OPENINGS
to company
growth in the Murray area 3 job
openings exist in
the branch of a
FORTUNE 500
company.
If
selected you will
be given expense
paid classroom
training. We will
provide complete
company
benefits, major medical, dental, 401K
savings.
Your
starting income
will be $1600/mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority. To be accepted you need a
pleasant personality, be ambitious,
sports
minded,
have
grade 12 or better,
21 or older and
bondable.
Call 753-5353
ask for
Sam Asfur
Wed.,Thurs., Fri.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Due

BRAZILIAN BOY interested in Sports, Reading.
Other Scandinavian, European, South American,
Asian High School Exchange Students arriving
August Become a Host
Family/AISE Call Emilie
(502) 833-3229 or
1-800-SIBLING.
Mrs. Theressk Reader &
Advisor. A true born psychic gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment
Serving Mexican &
American Food

namarrom CAFE
Open 6:30 aan.-2 p.m. 111-F
Special Mexican Plates
Friday Nights 5-9 p m

Kids, Kids,
Kids!

50% Off
Clothes & Shoes
Storewlde
We now accept
women's clothing
Also 50% Off
Now thru Aug 18th
Hours: Tues-Sat.
10 a.m.-S p.m.
1104 Coldwater Rd.
(Now 5 Pants)

759-4577

Local 753-4190
Nationwide TOLL FREE
1-500-455-4199

BLS TECHNOLOGIES
Call us at(502)753-2953 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
America's Second Car

Ug19Pudding
1.121EMEME211
Locations Coa,i in

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

FIRE CHIEF
CITY OF FUL TON
Resumes are being accepted for the position
of Fire Chief for the City of Fulton, Kentucky.
The selected individual will direct the operations of the Fulton Fire Department and
Twin City Ambulance Service. The department is a combination paid and volunteer
service with 9 full time personnel and 20
volunteers. The City has a Class 4 ISO fire
rating.
Job description may be obtained on request.
Send resumes to B. Roger Pulley, City
Manager, P.O. Box 1350, Fulton, KY 42401 by
the close of business(4:00 p.m.)on August 12,
1994.
The Clty of Fulton is an Equal Opportunity Employer

PART-time youth director,
choir director & organist or
qualified individual to combine any of the above. Send
resume by August 10th to:
First Christian Church, 111
N 5th St, Murray, KY
42071. (502)753-3824.

Sales experience preferred. Benefit program. Car furnished.
Salary and bonus.
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 4.87,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

/fa

•

WANTED OTR DriversMust be 23yrs old with
clean MVR & CDL Late
model conventional truck
with 60 sleeper & air ride
502-382-2715

FF

ini
Sc
ac
'Jo
Ji

201 S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Parain Hall, Pastor
Sunday Morning

Sunday School
Preaching

Sunday Evening

Preaching

5:30 p.m.

Wednesday Evening Preaching

7:00 p.m.

Save Up To $500

Call 759-4944
Displayed at Video Gold

PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light industrial workers at the Village
Office Center at 1406-E N.
12th St. 9am-5pm.
PFT Roberson has tractor
trailer flatbed openings,
shorthaul full-time positions, salary and mileage.
Full benefits for the full
time Call 800-473-5581

DRIVERS Regional operation is looking for single
drivers. Home every 7-14
days top pay, full benefits
Must be 23 with lyr OTR.
CDL w/HazMat & clean
MVR Single o•vneroperators also needed. Call
Jime at Whitten Transfer
1-800-365-9488
DRIVERS Start $ 24-$ 28.
Raises to $ 33. Home often! Assigned oonvenhonals Free medical-dental.
$1000 tarp bonus. $500
saftey bonus. Paid vacation Retirement. $300 wkly
during Flatbed training.
Hornady Truck Line
1-800-648-9664.
DUTCH Essenhaus is now
taking applications For
more information, call
753-2334
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now, no experience
Free supplies, tree information No obligation Send
SASE to VISTA- Dept
79. PO Box 60650, San
Angelo, TX 76906
KITCHEN help 8 food
servers Apply in person at
Homeplace Family Restaurant, Hwy 121 North.

'
.""'"--mworearemer• 4-

10:00 a.m.
10.- 45 a.m.

Lowest Prices Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation

PART-time office help No
experience necessary.
Send resume to: PO Box
1036, Murray,KY 42071

1206 Chestnut • Murray, KY

Cartomved
Computer

Services
t

ATTENTION Murray
***POSTAL JOBS***

Semicei

IMP

Steve & Sheila Ba
Serving Others Is What We're All About!
P.O. Box 888 • Murray, nr" 42071
(502) 753-0498 • Voice Mail Box 888
Voice Mai4 iri-Wee4fy Mortgage Exton,
Chid Produce DiVi11011: itTSO•taliza
Soak!, Educational Materials, Seasonal Messages

Stan $11.41Mr. + benefits.
For application A info, call
I-(216) 324-5508 7 a.m. to
10 p.m. 7 days.

19k,6-0 TALK — 753-2284
6

3 BEDROOMS, LIVING

WHOLE

ROOM & HALL

HOUSE

SALE!
Date: Now thru Aug. 31
Subject To Stock
Choice of Sculptured or Plush in 4 colors. Up to 70
sq. yds. of carpet & 7/1 6x4 pad with mesh

DO IT ALL
FOR...
12
10

$4880°

Bedroom I
Ihr10 Hall
Bedroom

12
12

I

LR.
Bedroom 0

12

PAD INCLUDED
Subject to present
stock. We have what
we advertise.

12
Saes tax and installation is not included
No coupons or other promotions accepted
Huge Stook of. Area Rugs

-- - ---

1
Clarksville, TN.
127 Terminal Rd.
Across From
Governor's Mall,
Behind Wendy*
015-5524757

Hwy. 041
mi. N. of Paris
1 mt. S. of Hazel
1401-4904111

. - - •••• alp- AMP

ic

ari
bI
1-.

Murray Baptist Mission

ONCOLOGY R.N. with 1-2
years experience in chemotherapy to work in oncology office Mon-Fri needed,
chemotherapy certified
preferred.
Call
1 -800-478-5885,
(502)759-4199 or send
C.V. to Box #1040 G. Murray, KY 42071.

Sales Rep.

DRIVERS- OTR. Paid time
at home! Receive bonuses
up to $1.100 in 6mos plus
$1,200 a year Competitive
pay & benefits Call Chuck
at Jolliff Transportation,
1-800-873-5653.

FF
fie
FL
try

WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am

SATELLITE T.V. SALES
070
REPS AND MANAGERS ..
Domestic
U.S. Cablevision, a multi& Childcare
million dollar leader in the
satellite industry ts looking
CLEANING houses is my
for a District Manager in the
business Reliable and ex
Murray area.'Earn $400 to
penenced, references Call
&700 per Installation 'Build
Linda 759-9553
your own sales force 'ReNEEDED: Pipefitter/ ceive up to $2,000 per
DO house cleaning top to
Welders, Millwrights, Insu- month in Expense money. bottom Call 474-2131
lators, Electricians, Health To qualify for this position evenings please
I rts , Vac./401 K/Holidays, you must have experience
MOTHER seeking mature
E.E.0./Drug Screen. Con- in the satellite industry! Call
responsible, reliable adult
tact: Steve Laverty Tel: Mr.
Lugwig
at to care for 1yr old son
in my
(316) 378-4401 or Fax re- $300-577-6651 or fax a rehome References, backsume: (316) 378-3900. A- sume to (615) 577-5115
ground check & interview
LERT.
STANLEY Home Products required Call 753-9297
NOW hiring personnel ex- needs help with sales, no
perienced in asphalt pav- parties, no investment, ex- WILL sit with sick or elderly
ing. Must have experience cellent earnings, part or full- in home or hospital Call
& references. Apply in per- time. Call 502-753-0674 for 753-4590 for information
soft Murray Paving, 81 E. information.
WOULD like to babysit in
Main St, Murray.
my home (1) child age 2.%
THE Bookmark will be takOLIVER Transportation are ing applications Fridayto 4 years old Call DeeDee
hiring flatbed drivers We Saturday, 404 Main
759-9778
offer mileage/safety bonus,
health/life insurance, $100
sign on bonus, student graWe Would Love To Have You In Our Services
duates
welcome!
1-800-654-8377. Lasting
through A.F.G.I.

Howard D. Happy
Company has an
opening for a

DRIVERS - Flatbed 48
State OTR. Assigned new
convenbonals, competitive
pay, benefits $1000 SignOn Bonus, Rider Program,
Flexible Time Off. Call
Roadrunner Trucking
1-800-876-7784.

Immediate Opening
NEEDED WINDOW
TINTER
Experience preferred.
Call for interview.
901-642-8010

NEEDED organist 1st United Methodist Church, Fulton, KY. Send resume to:
Search Committee, 1st United Methodist Church, PU
Box 1386, Fulton, KY
42041,•For additional information call (502)472-3514.

$945
Wmpro 486d Desktop
4 Megabytes Ram
I044Mn
512kb Video Ram
260 Meg Hard Drive
3.5" Floppy Drive
40 Megahertz
14" SVGA Monitor
Mouse & Keyboard DOS6.21 and Windows 3.11
SOFTWARE EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED'

Hilo
Mood

LAUNDRY help needed.
Apply in person, Boone., PRIVATE art instructor
2La55u2
605 Main. 753- needed
502-391.ndry,
for 1 0yr old child.

Leading Edge

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

.„

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

be
mi
se
mi
lei

osn
Nolo
Warted

Notice

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway Distnct Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualIfication.
Jerry
Bolls,
Lee
1533 London, Murray,
Ky. 42071 Deceased,
Beverly Karen Bolls,
1533 London, Murray,
Ky. 42071 Administratri x With-Will-Annexed, Appt. 07-20-94,
M. Ronald
Christopher, 118 South Fifth
St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Attorney.
Pauline E. Cobb,
1706 Magnolia, Murray, Ky. 42071 Deceased, Stephen H.
Cobb, 1706 Magnolia,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Executor, Appt. 07-20-94,
Warren K. Hopkins,
204 South Fifth St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Attorney.
Wilson Goff, Hamlin, Ky. 42046 Deceased, Tona L. Seitz,
4313 Macon Dr. *D.,
Kenner, LA 70065 Executrix, Appt. 07-2794.
Margaret M. Hinman, 802 North Eighteenth St., Murray, Ky.
42071 Deceased, Valerie Morris, 604 Tanglewood, Murray, Ky.
42071 and Ronnie Morris, 604 Tanglewood,
Murray, Ky. 42071 CoExecutor, Appt. 07-2794, J.A. Gregory, Jr.,
204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Attorney.
Amanda E. Gansner, Route *2, Hazel,
Ky. 42049 Deceased,
Donna Maupin, Route
*1 Box 68-B, Henry,
TN 38231
AdministTatrix, Appt. 07-2794, Warren K. Hopkins, 204 South Fifth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.

753-0466
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
110

Went
To Buy

d to
ot

Artistes
Fet &We

ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square, 1608 N 121, WV
ray 753-6981

ANTIQUES by the piece of
collections 753-9433 day
or night

KING size waterbed with 8
drawers Set-up to see
753-9336

10X 10 SELF storage buildings available now at Tootars in Hazel 492 6111

ATV 4-wheeler 753-1342

WOULD kke to manage &
maintain rental property.
References available 5yrs
experience Call 753-7473

BORDER Collie puppy
Please call Jerry Burkhart
753-1847

LEGAL size banker boxes
great for storing old files
records clothes etc
•
753-8091

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING Smoky Mountains Gatlinbug Chapels (Since 1980)
No tests-klo Waiting.
Photograpy. Music, Flowers. Suites We match any
price less 10% Christian
cermony Rev Dr Ed Taylor
1-80%346-2779

way

MOVING' Everything must
go, household tools, etc
81 coon & squirrel dog for
sale 901 247 3301

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578.
901-644 0679

NIP

SIP
DECORATING DEN Fastest gr,megeterior decorating franchde is offering local franchise ownership opportunities Proven
business plan with training.
support & advertising Call
1 606-928 4033

ttc▪ *bee

EXCELLENT opportunity
tor sale Newly redecorated beauty shop
Completely furnished, includes hydrolic chair &
shampoo station, 2 hair
dryers. 2 window a/c
wicker furniture & tanning
bed Located approx 4
miles out of Murray Present owner is relocating,
must sell' 492-8228, please
leave message

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
CIVIL war. WW I or II guns,
swords pictures, other artifacts Old Coca-Cola advertising or gas & oil ad
items, old stone whiskey
lugs with advertisments on
front Call 753 3633. ask for
Larry

WANTED
Parties, evening, prom
dresses on consignment
753-7455
Hair Works &
Golden Image

)riversId with
L Late
il truck
air ride

is my
tnd
Call .

BOGARD trucking and excavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828.

120
Computers
COLOR PRINTER, $175
502-753-7001

FOR SALE BY OWNER/
MUST SALE Three arch
style buildings 35X120,
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
40X80 and 50X260 Ask for
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARBill T Call 1-800-545-2576
GER & FASTER ONE
CALL HAWKINS RE: FRIGIDAIRE washer &
SEARCH FOR DETAILS dryer, almond $250/set
ANYTIME, 502-753-7001 435-4480

top to
1-2131

nature,
adult
in my
backerview
i297

FREE!!! with any purchase, Softbank Onhancl CD
Library, double speed CDROM Installed $159. Single
speed $85 24 PIN color
printer $179 Upgrade your
old hard drive. 426 Megabyte hard drive $259 Multimedia Upgrade. 16 bit
sound card, double speed
C D - RO M 5 CD titles $249.
BLS TECH, 753-2953

elderly
I Call
ation

ysit in
3e 24
eeDee

5

MOVING salel Good quality furniture including living
room sofa chairs tables,
lamp entertainment center, Wallis Stain glass
doors, computer table
& more 759 1259
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
POOL CLOSEOUP Don't
wait, We're clearing out our
94 model pools at low. low
prices' For ex 19X31' OD
pool with sundeck, fence &
filter - only $9881 100% hnancing Limited area Call
Kelli 1 800-759-6058

FRANCHISE for sale Mayfield, Paducah, Benton,
Fulton, 100 year old industry, 25 year old company',
100% success rate if you
are accountable, responsible and teactit-trle. 1989 FORD Taurus. new
1-800-447-4889
tires, loaded 200 amp service pole 25in color RCA
FRANCHISE opportunity.
console tv 436-5692 after
We offer a proven operat5pm
ing system, proprietary
software, and a nationwide 92 ALMOND Frigidaire readvertising and public rela- frigerator. No finger print
tions support program Call front. App Quarter Horse
Jackson
Hewitt Brood mare. Call
1 800-277 FAST
753-9314

s, wait$500
House
TN.
1-2am

HERBS & everlastings for
sale 753-2171
HONDA Pressure Cleaners 2200 PSI $629 3000
PSI $899 New contractor
Series Lifetime frame
COD/CC Factory Direct
24 hrs
Catalog
1-800-333-WASH(9274)
Won't be undersold!'
INFANT car seat toddler
car seat,$40 tor both Mans
diamond wedding band
$300 753-2813 leave
message

NEW CD-ROM drive.
ONLY $99. FREE installation. Call HAWKINS RESEARCH anytime,
502-753-7001.
JANE Fonda fitness tread
PC REPAIR- UPGRADES- New, still in box, $150
TRAINING AT YOUR LO- (502) 492-8256
CATION HAWKINS RE- KENMORE air conditioner
SEARCH, 753-7001
8,000 BTU 489-2066

CLASSIFIED

M•11.

=MP

n
753-2378

'
jc'l

382-2306

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating 11 Cooling Service 11 Installation
Electrical Service 8 Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant
-No
P41.10
1
..( APING A LOOt NO P.4000.

MYRTLE Beach-Luxury
Condos. 1-2-3 bedrooms.
33 acre oceanfront resort.6
pools, dancing, live bands,
STEEL buildings, never tennis,
sa u erected, complete parts/ nas,exercise-game rooms,
plans 40 X6O.X15' Was $ 7 0 - $ 1 5' 5
.
$9.880 will sell for $5,850 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 3 8 - 1 1 8 1 ,
open
One
end
1-800-331-7413.
1-800-292-0111
ROMANTIC CANDELITE
SUNQUEST WOLFF TAN- WEDDINGS
Smoky
NING BEDS New Mountains, Ordained MiCommercial Home Units nisters, Elegant Chapel,
From $199 Lamps- Photographs. Florals, LiLotions Accessories
mos, Videos, Bridal Suites
Monthly, payments low as with Jacuzzis, -No Waiting.
$18 Call Today FREE No Blood Tests GatlinNEW Color Catalog
Tennessee
burg,
1 800 462 9197
1-800-933-7464
TOBACCO sticks for sale SMOKY MTN. MEMO753 0507 after 6pm
RIES: Beautiful chapel in
WEIGHT LOSS GUARAN- Gatlinburg-Weddings
TEED, Safely & effectively simple to elegant with fast results Make the Photographs, Flowers, Vidright choice Call Select eos, Lodging, LimoOrdained Minister-No
Pharmaceutical
1-800 258-0989 Visa, blood tests, No waiting.
Mastercard & COD's 1-800/242-7115
accepted
WEDDINGS
OLD—
YAZOO riding mowers,
YR 48 s and YR 60's Call
Small Engines Sales & SerDanville, KY
vice
606-236 3447

Back To School
Savings
On jeans, western
shirts & boots.
Hudson's
Western Store
Located 10 miles from Murray on E. 94
753-4545

Appliances
GE 21 2cu ft uprigh
reezer, good working con
dition. $230 435-4636

Home
Furnishings
4PC queen size waterbed
set, dark oak, real nice. Call
753-2118 after 6pm
6 PIECE living room suit,
$350 obo 753-5263--after
5pm
QUEEN size bed, like new
mattress & box springs Dining room table with 6
chairs China cabinet
759-1770 after 3pm
QUEEN size waterbed with
4 drawer pedestal, bookcase, headboard & new
heater A complete bedroom all in one unit Excellent condition. 489-2783.
SLEEPER sofa. excellent
condition, new floral upholstery. $100 Call 753-2508.
SUPER single waterbed
with dresser & chest Call
753-9559 or 753-1191
190

•mmmik.

Murray, KY

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

70
sh

Farm
Equipment

(502) 435-4699

William Duncan
Building Contractor

474-8267

FERGUSON tractor with 5ft
bushhog, good rubber,
freshly overhauled- have
receipts, excellent condition $2.750 759 9557
TOBACCO SCAFFOLD
--WAGONS. 502-623-8888,
502-623-8789..
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Musical

• Mk.

ts

at

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABiNETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKJitG

•

L
-.....N
.,.._:.
••116

FENDER keyboard amp
Excellent like new condition $375 759-9932
PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
•

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See - Our Showroom •
400 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Brood)
753-5940

• 13\1-..nor•rimlb--__.4.,•

CANDELIGHT WeddingsBe married by ordained ministers in a candelight
chapel ceremony or in a
riverside gazebo No blood
test-waiting period' From
$891 1-800-729-4365

SEVERAL yards of used
carpet, good condition
489-2N6

160

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.
-1,, WOOD WORKS d"'"'

BLUES Festival in your
area 5th anniversary of
Kenlake's Hot August
Blues Festival, August 271
28 In Aurora, KY, Talent &
Ticket
Info
800-325-0143

GATLINBURG Summit.
Breathtaking mountain-top
views, fireplace, balcony,
kitchen, clubhouse poolJacuzzis. Regarding Specials' Individual units rented by Schweigert EnterSEARS lawn edger, used prises. Free Brouchure:
only once 3hp gas engine, 1-800-242-4853, (205)
988-5139.
$200 753-0988

155

31

IMAM
WON fei Seat

YOUR 1-stop connection
the Music Industry. 16 track
with Digital Masters
Demo's-Albums-CD's
Mulic Publishing. Cumberland Recording Company
Member
C MA
1-606-678-8736.

FASHIONED. Candlelight
ceremonies. Smoky Mountain Chapel, overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg.
HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGE Cabins, Jacuzzis
Complete arrangements.
No tests/waiting. Charge
cards accepted HEARTLAND 1 -800-448-VOWS
(8697).

Business
Services
K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
$500 DOWN!
ne week only,
Aug. 1-8, with approved credit buy
any SINGLE WIDE
WITH $500 DOWN
PAYMENT or any
DOUBLE WIDE
WITH
$1000
DOWN
PAYMENT! No gimmicks, no hidden
charges NO KIDDING! Offer good
on ALL stock
homes and EVEN
custom built ordered homes but
only if loan is apduring
proved
week of Aug. 1-8!
Hurry to BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
soon and take advantage of this lender's special program while it lasts!
BARGAIN HOME
Hwy.
CENTER
641 South (Camden Hwy.) in Paris,
Tn. 901-644-1176
"YOUR EXCLUSIVE
BUCCANEER
MANUFACTURED
HOME DEALER FOR
THIS AREA."
IMMACULATE 1992
16X52 all appliances, partly
furnished, deck, etc inc I ud ed. $18,000
489-2442

1978, 14X60, 2br. 1 bath
refrigerator. stove & storage budding included Gas
heat, central air Must be
moved, $4.000 Call
759-4169

Public
Sale
1BR furnished aperunen
Small but nice dean Close
to campus No pets
$170/mo 753-7276

1987 14X70 BUCC • excellent condition, 2tx & 2 fuN
1 OR 2br apts near downbaths Built in appliances. town
Murray 753-4109
c/h/a, all electric wipole
French doors, $12,000 .1 R000AS tot rent at 1614
753-8117 6-10pm, or leave Olive Utilities furnished
message
Share kitchen. Irving room
& bathroom facilities Walk
2br, 1 bath, central hia,
to MSU Coleman RE
$11,500 Must be moved'
753-9898
498-8624
2BR duplex. 720h SycaCLOSE-OUT sale on all
more. $200 plus deposit
1994 models Buy now and
492-8225
SAVE BIG BUCKS Quality
built, energy efficient 2BR furnished near camhomes Dinkins Mobile pus Carport. wtd hook-up,
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East, dish washer $325/mo, dePans, TN 1-800-642-4891
posit & 1 yr lease 1611
Farmer •
Ave
MOBILE HOME FINANC- 1-800-589-7956
ATTENTION
ING
SELLERS/BUYERS 1976 2 FULLY furnished apartand newer from Green Tree ments Walking distance to
Financial Refinancing/ lake New Concord,
Equity Loans, Fast, friendly 436-2472
service Application or in3BR 2 bath, great location,
call
formation
$425/mo 753-4342 leave
1-800-221-8204 after 5pm
message or 435-4214
1-800-895-1900
BRITTNEY RIDGE
MOBILE HOME REPOS
APARTMENTS 5br. 2'h
FOR SALE Singles/
baths, newly carpeted &
doubles Financing availpainted, $640/mo Contact
able Clean, late model Century 21,
Loretta Jobs
homes Green Tree FinanRealty, 753-1492
cial Corporation/Kentucky,
COMPLETELY furnished,
6 06 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
1-800-221-8204
2br apartment on lake
$300/mo, $100 deposit No
MOBILE home & 2 lots for
pets Call 436-2402
sale in Keniana Lake Shore
Subdivision, asking EXECUTIVE 2br. 2 bath,
$6,500 Call 436-5782 after duplex with garage, 1405
5pm & on weekends
Michelle Or, 1yr lease plus
deposit. No pets.
NOT A LOT-OF CASH??? 759-4586
Check out our HUGE
SELECTION of repos and FOR 3 people,
pre-owned homes As low partially furnished, availas $500 down, with pay- able June 1st, $150/mo
ments to fit your budgettll each 753-9564
Volunteer Homes, Inc Hwy
HILLDALE Apartments
Paris,
79E.
TN
under new management.
901-642-4466.
Come see the changes tak
TRAILER & small cabin out ing place. Now available
on 1346 down by Ledbetter 2br apartment, 24hr mainChurch 753-1038
tenance Handicap accessible. Office hours
WANT to take advantage of
8am-4.30pm Mon -Fri
low interest rates, but don't Equal Housing Opportunhave a lot of money for a big
ity, TDD# 1-800-545-1833
downpayrnent9 See Volun- Ext. 287, 437-4113.
teer Homes, Inc for 5%
downpayment or land and KENTUCKY Lake, Lake-0- down Low monthly pay- land Westly Village, 1br
ments. Starting at $150 per apartment, utilities inmonth Volunteer Homes, cluded, rent based on inInc. Hwy 79E, Paris, TN come 55 & older, handicap
& disabled_ Equal Housing
901-642-4466
O pportunity.
502-354-8888.
280
Mobile
LARGE 3-4br apt above
Homes For Rent
Bradley Book Co, located
12X60 2BR, stove & re- on campus, extra nice,
rigerator, w/c1 hook-up must have references.
753-2339 or 753-8767.
753-6012
LARGE 2br, gas heat,
2BR trailer No pets
super low utilities, close to
753-9866
college, other tennents are
3- 2br, $165/mo 1 2br
quiet professionals. Depo$215/mo with lease & desit required $395/mo
posit 759-2570. 753-3860,
Available August 1st &
753-2079,
753-8828.
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, LARGE &
spacious 1br
electric or gas Walking disapartment for rent in quiet
tance to college 753-5209
older section of town.
$350/mo, all utilities included Ideal for one person wanting lots of elbow
room Available August 1st
Phone 753-1222 days. ask
for Bill, 753-6620 evenings

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo includ- LEASING 2br duplex oening all utilities 753-1266 tra I h /a 753-800,
PERFECT for office or re- 492-8850
tail business, high visibility MUR-CAL Apartments now
on 121 Bypass 753-2225 accepting applications for
before 5pm
1, 2 and 3br apartments
RETAIL or Office Space in Phone 759-4984. Equal
S Side Shopping Center Housing Opportunity
753-4509 or 753-6612
NEW 182br apts in Farmington Starts at $310 w/
water & garbage paid.
Stove, refrig, wid, dishwasher furnished
345-274.8 after 4pm,
762-4483 days.
Storage trailers
for rent
NEW 2br duplex apart753-7888
ments, gas heat, w/d hookup, appliances furnished,
no pets, available July 15th,
$425/mo, lyr lease depo310
sit required Call 753-4873
Want
after 6 30pm, Allen
To Rent
Properties
MINIMUM 4br house for
NOW taking applications
family of 5 in Calloway Co
around $400/mo Call col- for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
lect 716-795-3025
Southside Manor, 906
320
Broad St Extended, beApartments
tween 8am-12noon. No
For Rent
phone calls please Equal
1 2;3BD apts Furnished, Housing Opportunity
very nice near MSU No ROOMMATE needed.
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 ASAP, 1 block from MS1J.
pets
days.753-0606 after 5pm
low rent Please call Ruth.at
1 & 2BR asits_,some utilities 753-0655
paid. Close to university & VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duhospital 753-8756.
plex, appliances furnished,
1413 HILLWOOD Nice central gas heat & air,
clean 2br, triplex apart- $475/mo 1 mo deposit, 1
ment Large closets, ap- yr lease No pets Call
pliances, private deck, 753-2905, 753-7536
other tenents are quiet professionals No pets Lease
753 0814

Fri

1 BLOCK from campus, ..„1
or 2br apartment Partially
furnished, available now
$250/mo. $250 deposit
Newly remodeled
753 4249
1BR duplex on 280 taste
fully decorated, energy efficient, $275/mo, deposit No
pets 753-8848, before
9pm
1BR furnished apartment
&paid utilities No pets
Lease & deposit required
Available August 1s1 Near
downtown 436-2755

2BR. 1 bath house for rent
S 4th St, $300/mo Imo
deposit No pets Call
753-2905
3BR brick with deck in nice
subdivision, references &
deposit required Call
753-9559 or 753-1191
3BR brick 4 miles from
town, appliances furnished
2 car garage,$500/mo rent
Deposit & lease required
759 4664
4BR house 1603 Olive
gas heat 492 8225

5BR 2 bath. $400/mo
must have references
474-8377 or 474-8222
SMALL 2bt, stove, tenger
air, washer &dryer, 1mile
East of 783 on 464 No
pets References & deposit
required
$250/mo
489-2440
lAO
For Rent
Or Leas*

BARNS for rent Air cured
Burley, Dafired
753 1300 or 489 2116 after
7pm
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905
753-7536

Livestock
& Supplies
4YR old Bay Pony saddle,
bridle & blanket included,
$600 437-4838
4YR old Gelding Quarter
Horse. iron gray, 15 2,
$950. 489-2375
FOR sale 24 Bran gus heifers, bred to calf starting in
September Call 759-4130
after 6pm
HAY for sale. Fescue &
Clover,. $1 75 a bail or $2
with storage 436-2569
3110

Pets
& Supplies
AKC Collie puppies, 7wks
old, Lassie type 753-2529
BASSET hound, female,
puppy, $125 Shots &
wormed with papers
753-9241 after ltam
DOG Day
759-1768

Afternoon

FREE Chow Chow mix
puppies. 436-5505 after
6pm
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
JACK Russell male pups,
shots, tail-cut, declawed
$200 Phone Georgetown
502-863-2033
LABRADOR puppies,
AKC, yellow, male &, female. guaranteed hips Paradise Kennels, 753-4106
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
WHITE AKC RO-LO German Shepherd pups
$150/ea 502-928-4318

Estate Sale
Dutch Auction
1005 Vine St.,
Murray
Starts Wed., Aug. 3
9 ant Every Day
Closed Sunday
NO Early Birds
Nouse lath appliances
1974 Dodge 0w1,anIques
diar & mirrors. mac fun,,
lure & household effects

Moving
Sale
A.B Lassiter Rd 1st
rd. on right past
East Elem.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Furniture, baby items
exercise equipt ect

Carport Sale

Yard Sale

Friday, Aug. 5
8 a.m. till ?
Hwy. 121 N. turn
right on Airport Rd.
3rd house on left

94E to A.B. Lassiter
Rd. 6th house on
right.
Fri. 9-6
Sat 7-11

Sears tittle kitchen ap
()Lances girrs car bed, toys
clothes Jasmine comfoner,
& sham. Sears hearts corn
loner & sham, and much
more

Moving Sale
Sat. Aug. 6
Rain or Shine
Lynnwood Est. 121 S.
Furniture, girls clothes.
adult clothes, Firm Flex,
slant board, strider, speakers. entertainment center,
pictures. glass, cure cabinet, 1940's chest &
dresser, old oak cabinet,
Rockwell pitcher, + many
items

Carport Sale
Friday, Aug. 5
7 a.m. till 2 p.m.
Located Stella, 121 N.,
beige house 'rah red
shutters beside Stella
Trailer Park.

Lamps, kerosene healer,
lawn mower, small 4
wheeler, 217 take, 27" 10
speed take, 14 in tires.
household Isms, clothes,
and teseball cards

3 Family
Yard Sale
7 a.m.-?
Fri. & Sat.

474-8114
94E to 1346 turn right,
follow signs 21)4 miles.
Household items, bassinet,
walker, dothes NB to
adult, Barbie pool house,
Little Tykes toys, meter
pole 100 amp, pool, etc

Yard Sale

Los of furniture and applances. bicycles, curtains,
bedspreads, pctures, knick
knacks, dishes, Home Interiors. antique table and 4
chairs. clothes arid shoes

Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-1
1/2 mile off Hwy.94E
on Irvin Cobb Rd.
(Hwy. 732)
Tiller, 120 gal. gas
tank, metal desk,
weight bench, bicycle, books, metal detector & misc. items.

Garage Sale

Yard Sale

Fri. 12-4 Sat. 10-4
Rain or Shine
at Alma
Hwy. 464, at 15 mi.
marker
Gas stove, elec water
heater, tools, trundle
bed, water fountain,
mens and
ladies
clothes encyclopedias

Fri. Aug. 5
One Day Only
7 a.m. - noon
615 Ellis Dr.
cancelled if rain.
Playpen, elec. typewriter
and table, table lamps,
Home Interiors, crafts,
clothes (adults & boys),
new quilt tops, crochet
yam. Something for
everyone.

400
Produce
FUTRELL FARMS East o
Murray is open now Corn
Purple Hull Peas, green
beans, tomatoes, are
ready 753-8848

410
Pu bac
Sele

First Time Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. • 2 p.m.
882 Carniot Dr. off
Enix Dr. watch for
signs.
Little girls, womens,
mens clothes, bikes,
toys, stuffed animals,
lots of odds-ends. Everything goes.

4 Party
Yard Sale
Sat uday Only
7 a.m. - ?
1403 A Valleywood Dr.
(Behind Cains
Jeep Eagle)
Clothes, furniture,
household
items,
etc.

Community
Yard Sale

Living Estate Auction

At New Concord across
from Post Office
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7 &T. 10
Sei of 13' wives tete mobile
home tires tools Skil saw grill
dishes cookware baby swng,
canning pars, cunans & bedding, guile% material, fruits
vegetables, clothing ci at
sizes lots more Fa more trio
cat 436-2350 or 436-2487

Aug. 6th at 9 a.m.
94 W to Johnny Robertson Rd.Turn
south, first house on right. The
Hulls are moving out of state.
Fishing equipment, yard furniture, office chairs, ladder back chairs, easy
chair, garden tools & equipment, some
collectibles, hand tools (galore), numerous small articles.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., August 6th, 1994 at 10 a.m.at the Dan Miller Auction Barn

at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn
Grove, From Mayfield,Ky.take 121 South through Coldwater,
turn south onto Hwy.1836. Follow to auction. Watch for signs.
Nice old player piano with rolls - old trunk - round oak table with 6
ladder back chairs - old floor model cabinet radio - old mantle - old red
wagon - treadle sewing machines - otd spindle back rocker - old
pictures & frames - wood dining table & chairs - old lamp tables - knee
hole_ desk - old kerosene lamps - stone jugs -,three nice wall display,
cases -(3)piece bedroom suite - other odd beds,odd chest & varieties nice table lamps - 2 nice sofas - hi dabed couch - odd chairs - recliner elect. lift chair - fireplace insert - color portable t.v. - cabinet color t.v. (2) nice glass door bookcases or stereo cabinet - electric sewing
machine - store & ref. - upright freezer - washer & dryer -(2)like new
gas cook stove - 110 air conditioner - microwave - nice old Maytag
ironer - glasstop table - vacuum cleaner - weight lifting equipment elect, meat grinder - small office desk - nice Schwinn bicycles(girls &
boys)- V1C-20 Commodore computer & table - nice pictures & frames
- like new beautician dryer chair & sink,beautician hair dressing unit
- lot of fruit jars - pressure canner - some old glass & china ?pots &
pans - small kitchen appliances - lot oftools -large lot ofopen end and
box in wrenches - socket sets - odd sockets - vise grips - channel lock
pliers - pipe wrenches - pipe threaders - drill motor - large floor jack hyd.jack -jack stand - sideline welding gauges & heads- pipe cutters bench grinder - reciprocating saw - car ramps - lead fishing molds nuts & bolts & bin - gas grill - extension ladder - nice small 2 wheel
trailer with dump & wench - like new Sears lawn trailer with dump
and much more. Will be an all day auction. Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

a
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Dan Miller, Darrell Beane,
'Ferry Paschall - Auctioneers
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Son

Pubis
Sala

Yard Sale
At Lynn Grove turn
right at grocery store
Follow Hwy.893,left at
Salem Baptist Church,
3rd house or right.
Fri. & Sat.

8 a.m.-4

p.m.

Boys clothes size 6-7,
men's clothes ladies
clothes & shoes, lots of
MISC

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. to ?
Hwy.444 between New
Concord and Hamlin.
Watch for signs.
Picnic table, clothes, riding
mower (needs
work), canning jar,
clothes, misc.

Yard Sale
Hwy. 641 N. 4 miles
from Murray, turn right
on Hwy. 1824, right on
Boggess
Rd. 1st
house.
Thurs., Fri.
8 a.m.-?
Sal 8 a.m.-12 Noon
Appliances, furniture, cabinets, computer system,
heaters, misc items

Carport Sale
108 S. 13th St
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 5 & 6
Starts 8 a.m.
1983 Plymouth Reliant, riding mower,
round glass top
wrought iron table,
'ceramic jungle animals, clothing, ball
cards, misc.

Yard Sale
1/2 mile North of
Hazel, Ky. on Hwy.
641 South.
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 5 & 6
7 a.m. 2 p.m.
10 speed bike, dog pen,
arms clothes (sizes 5-16),
chlidren's ciothes (infant7), toys, games (including
fl.mendo Lots of extras.
Cancel if rain.

Yard Sale
1010 County Cork
Gatesborough
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 5 & 6
7:30 - ?
No Early Sales
Sofa, small ref., 2 Port.
dishwashers, era conter, lawn mower, desk,
coffee table, end table &
much more

Garage
Sale
2006 Gatesborough
Circle off Doran Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 5 & 6
7 a.m. tit 5 p.m.
Back to school designer
clothes, home furnishings,
shoes, dishes. Mazda 626
LX car, games, household
items. Christmas tree and
much, much morel

Garage
Sale #2
1537 Oxford
Canterbury
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 5 & 6
8 a.m.-?
Breaking up housekeeping

Real
Emile

Hones
For Sale

2 LOTS lot sale in Crappie
Hallow, 0632 & 0633,
$600/ea or $1,000/both
1-703-921-2849

FOR sale by owner Nice
2br house with vinyl siding
in Southwest school district. LP gas furnace with
tank Large 1Y, acre lot
with 1 outbuilding, city water, 4 miles from town on
641 South Call 492-8874
after 6pm or leave a
message.

52 ACRE Farm, tractor,
tools, cattle, 4 mites from
Greensburg, KY. Woods,
pasture, watered by spring
& branch year round. 3250
lbs tobacco base, selling
this years crop. 36X100'
chicken house. 1989 like
new mobile home, large
deck, nice landscaping,
deer & wild turkey. Beaubful scenery for building a
home Call(502)932-6120.
5 ACRES 94W, 8 miles
from Murray, $10,000
435-4374
COMMERCIAL building for
sale • City's best location,
Court Square, Paris, TN.
Two story, 2500sq ft. per
floor. 1-800-447-4889
9am-6pm, leave message.
FOR sale: Southwest miniranches, 15 acres and up,
starting at $1,500 per acre
and up with owner financing available. Located in
Southwest School District,
approx. 8 miles Southwest
of Murray. Call 435-4383
after 6pm.
FREE CORN brochure of
LAKE BARKLEY, KY bargains, 2 18 acres-$5,900.
Nicely .wooded lot w/
deeded access to lake.
Only 2 miles to state park.
On country rd wiutlis &
protective covenants Perfect for vacation/retirement
home near lake. Excellent
Call
financing.
800-858-1323. Woodland
Acres. 8 30-8:30, 7 days.

FOR sale or rent, 1105
Mulberry St. 4br, 2 bath,
Florida room, gas. central
air, OW, fenced yard

1610 Sycamore
Aug. 5 & Aug. 6
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Matching couch &
chair, t.v. stand, 4
tables, women's designer clothes, CD's,
silk flowers, shoes,
pet supplies, bra for
Buick Somerset.

Large
Yard Sale
2106 Edlnborough
Fri. & Sat
5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

_
•-•*•••••••14

1990 KAWASAKI IS jet ski
with cover, new stainless
steel prop & Blazer trailer,
good conditions, Call
753-7842 after 6pm

1978 JEEP CJ7, runs
1986 1-BIRD, loaded, V-6, great, needs Mee work
auto, wir/0 Dr 86,XXX road 753-8017
miles, $3,850. 753-0988.
1983 FORD F-150, 4X4,
1987 MERCURY Grand 52.300 753-2657
Marque excellent condition. 55,XXX miles, $5,000 1984 CHEVY pick-up,
$3,900 436-2097
436-5387
1987 TOYOTA FX16,
hatchback, red, auto, pis,
p/b, e/c. arn/fm cassette,
66,XXX miles, excellent
condition, $3,300
753-1941

1988 OLDS Delta 88. Royale Brougham. white, 4dr,
tial fixer-upper in nice area 69,XXX miles, loaded with
of town. Priced in the $30's. all extras See at Purdom
Contact RE/MAX, Motors
753-7653.
1988 PONTIAC Firebird
HOUSE 1.4 acres, new Formula, excellent condipaint,vinyl. carpet & central tion, 60,XXX miles, t-top,
We Detached heated gar- loaded, 5.0 liter V-8, 305
$5,500. 753-5934 after
age. 753-9652
5pm
HOUSE and acreage,
1989 FORD Tempo all753-1300, leave message
9am-6pm 489-2116, wheel drive, auto, a/c,
cruise-control, stereo blue
7pm-lOpm
on blue, excellent shape
IMMEDIATE OCCU- $3,450. Phone Frankfort
PANCY to qualified buyer. 502-875-4050
or
3br, 2 bath home priced at 502-875-1844 (nights)
$59,900 Southwest area. (dealer).
Call Bob Perrin for details.
Grey's Properties. 1990 HONDA CRX, red
759-2001 or evenings with sunroof, nice car.
753-6232, 488-2121.
753-3509.
1991 CHEVY Lumina Euro,
71,XXX miles, clean.
Phone 492-8807 after lpm.

r

USED boats, motors, trailers & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor eepau AM
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair, Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

1908 CHEVY pick-up.
white 2 wheel drive, swb,
$8,150 obo Call 492-8836
1988 FORD F250, white,
auto pis, piti aic, 6 cyl,
$3 975 502-875-4050
idealer)

530
Services k
Offered
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1
Hauling, moving, clean-up,
odd Jobs, tree trimming,
tree removal, yard mowing,
mulch hauling Clean up
sheet rock & other building
materials Free estimates
Tim Lamb. 436-5744.

1989 JEEP Cherokee Pioneer 4X4, 1 owner, $6,000
492-8615
1991 DODGE Dakota.
auto/trans, pis, p/b, a/c,
swb, 18,XXX miles
753-9590 leave message
1991 MAZDA B2600 I, extra cab, gray, tinted windows, bed liner, 5sp,
58 XXX miles, $7,800 obo
753-9666

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1
Hauling, tree trimming, tree
removal, & cleaning out
sheds, attics,-Odd' jobs, &
will haul & spread mulch.
Free estimates 436-5744
Luke Lamb.

FULL-size short bed aluminum truck topper. Mid-size
long bed aluminum topper 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A tree
with sliding window Like trimming, hedge trimming,
new 436-2364
mulch hauling, light hauling
& odd jobs. Paul 436-2102.
510
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
trimming, tree removal Joe
Campers
436-2867
1988 17FT Bayliner, Ford
4cyl, OMC drive, full top 1 1 1 A all around mowing,
1976 32ft Holiday Rambler trimming, hauling Mark
camper with witch pack- 436-2528.
age 753-0410
2 ALL round custom tree
trimmers, hedges, removal,
light hauling. etc. 4yrs experience, free estimates.
520
436-2102 ask for Mathew.
Boats
& Motors
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
14FT POLAR-CRAFT V- tree removal, mowing Free
bottom with Shp motor, estimates. 759-1683.
trailer, trolling motor, high CARPORTS for cars and
seats, rod holders, $675. trucks, Special sizes for
753-0988.
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protec1988 CREST III pontoon, tion, high quality, excellent
real good condition. Call value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
753-6080. after 5pm.
CARROLL'S custom gar1989 20' MISTY Harbor den tilling, bushhogging
pontoon boat, w/trailer, box grader, blade work
90tip motor, square pon- Free estimates. Gerald
toons filled with liquid styro- Carroll. 502-492-8622.
tuam. Excellent condition,
$8,000. 436-5230.

1992 EAGLE Talon, 16V
DOHC, 4cyl, 5sp, loaded,
NEW house for sale' excellent condition, new
2000sq ft. great location, tires, 40,XXX miles,
3br, 2 baths, great room,dr, $10,000 obo, 1 owner.
kitchen utility room, walk in 502-753-8613 after
closet Has all city utilities, 5:30pm.
county taxes & extras Call 1993 MAXIMA GXE. p/s,
during daytime 753-7435, p/b, a/c. Electric windows,
HALEY Appraisal Service, evening 753-3966
seats & door locks. Deluxe
call
Bob
Haley
Bose am/fm stereo with cd.
RUSTIC
RETREAT-awaits
502-489-2266
you in this three bedroom, Sun -roof, black wigray
KOPPERUD Realty has two bath home with almost leather interior 753-9240
buyers waiting to purchase new Gaspak, attached car- or 753-0148 after 5pm
homes-all price ranges If port plus 30X40 metal
you are thinking of selling- building with two overhead
contact one of our courte- doors, water and electricity,
Vans
ous and professional additional septic system &
agents at 753-1222 or stop well.... all on 3 beautiful 1989 CHEVY Astro van,
by office at 711 Main St. acres in Southwest school excellent condition, rear air,
district. Priced at $74,900. power windows, burgundy
NEW,duplex for sale CamRealty & cream. 759-9419.
bridge Estates. Gene Kopperud
753-1222, ask for Frankie.
Steely 753-6156.
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
Lake
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
Property
room, separate dining
room. Lots of extras, counBLOOD River area, excel
try club view. Call for your
ent view of lake, good fish
appointment today.
ng, shared dock, 3br, turn
753-2905, 753-7536.
shed, carpeted, air conch
ion, large screened porch. SPRING Creek Oaks,
Call 753-0628 or 753-9623 4000sq ft under roof, 3br,
2Y, bath, living room, dining room & den, ceramic/
440
wood floors, crown moldLots
ings, drynit exterior
For Sale
753-1890.
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision. All city
South dealer.
utilities, reduced. 753-4873
Auto
Both aides vulnerable.
after 6pm.
Pans
NORTH
it A
CHEVY PARTS- 3-24 ton
460
V AK
Chevy 6X6 rear ends & 1
Flom.
front end, all are 6.17 gear
For Saki
• QJ 986
ratio. Also, 1-2 '4 ton
*AK873
3BR 2 bath log house Chevy Transfer Case_ No
WEST
EAST
water & sewer, $80,000 reasonable offer refused.
4—
4J963
(502)522-8670
Also, 1971 Camaro body.
Q J 96
W 108 5 2
4 NEW 3br houses on city Make offer. Call Frankfort
4
•AK107532
•
502-227-2760.
water & sewer. Will conQ 10
+J964
sider trading for other propago
SOUTH
erty. Priced in the $70's to
Used
4 K Q 10 8 7 5 4 2
low $80's 753-3672 after
Cars
w 743
5pm.

Right Angle
Construction

Need Extra]
Cash?

Custom Counters
Cabinet Installation
Remodeling
Call 24 firs
Steve
Danny
753-3873 759-9633

Run a Classified.

Sylvia Rides Again

1976 FIAT X19, fair condi
lion, been in garage stor
age past 6yrs 527-5746.

ASSUMABLE VA LOAN,
4br 2 bath Southwest Murray. desirable location. Call
Bob Perrin for details.
Grey's Properties_
759-2001 or evenings
753-3509.
BY OWNER. 3br, 1% bath
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, living
room, family room with Yi
bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi,
14x14ft storage bldg. Lot
75x150. adjacient lot available. Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell, mid
$70's Call for appt.
753-4359.

1985 MONTE Carla. SS,
runs good, black with red
trim, $3,750 obo
436-2109

BY owner, 3br ranch with
1'4 baths. Large fenced
back yard. Located 1620
Kirkwood Or. Call 759-4845
for further information.

1991 BUICK Century, burgundy, cloth, loaded, new
tires, brakes, V-6, mint con$5,750.
dition.
502-875-4050 (dealer).

1980 CUTLASS Supreme,
good condition, $750
759-4402
1984 COUGAR. $1,000
753-2657
1984 PONTIAC Fiero, runs
good, great mpg, 104,XXX
miles on car, 75,XXX on
engine Alarm detachable
face stereo Baby says sell!
$1,900 obo 753-8270

• 1964 Ford F-100 *Styleside- shortbed
• 292 Cu. inch V-8 rebuilt by Cunningham
Motors
• Radial tires; paint job 1. yr. old (Ford White)
• New exhaust system
• New rear end
• New clutch

Must See To Appreciate!

753-8760

that it shattered windows a mile
away.
But Sylvia, who was not only
tone-deaf but had a trickless hand
besides,decided to"rescue" her partner by bidding five spades. North,
understandably frustrated by this
turn ofevents,decided to teach Sylvia
alesson and angrily bidseven spades.
West led the ace of diamonds,
ruffed by Sylvia, and she quickly
counted up to.12 tricks consisting of
eight trumps(she was unaware that
East had the J-9-6-3 of trumps), the
A-K of hearts and A-K of clubs. She
•—
also saw that her thirteenth trick
45 2
could come from ruffing a heart in
The bidding:
dummy.
South West
North East
Accordingly, she led a heart to
54
44
Dble
Pass
the king, ruffed a second diamond,
5+
Pass
7+
crossed to the club king and ruffed
Opening lead
ace of diamonds.
another diamond. Next came a club
to the ace and a fourth diamond ruff,
There were times when Sylvia's followed by a heart to the ace and a
approach to the game was exces- fifth diamond ruff.
sively simplistic. However, even in
By this time,nine tricks had been
these cases the magic wand that so played and Sylvia held the K-Q-10of
often shielded her from disaster en- trumps and seven of hearts, while
abled her to come out on top.
East's lastfour cards were the J-9-6Sylvia held the South hand at the 3of trumps. Sylvia ruffed the heart
club one day and opened the bidding seven with dummy's ace of trumps,
with four spades. It is hard to blame forcing East to underruff, and then
West for bidding five diamonds, led a clubfrom dummy,enabling her
whereupon North seized the nearest to score the lastthree tricks with her
megaphone and doubled. This was K-Q-10oftrumps.Sylvia had struck
no ordinary double;in fact, it is said again!
Tomorrow: Test your play.

Wing* - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9622 after 5 p.m.

AIR Conditioning. Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas installer Phone/1435-4699

LARRY'S SMALL ENGINE REPAIR Over 20yrs
experience Riding mowers, push mowers, chain
saws, or weed-eaters Any
make or model Serviced or
repaired Reasonable
rates Free estimates,
prompt dependable service Satisfaction guaranteed 492-8437

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

CHIM Chum Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COMPUTER SERVICE &
TRAINING 502-753-7001
COOPER Lawn Service
New & existing . Call
502-435-4588.
COUNTERTOPS. custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560.

APPrIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455 _

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. ComLEES'S CARPET CLEAt4- plete installation and serING. For all carpets and vice
Call Gary at
upholstery Free estimates 759-4754.
Call 753-5827

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

LICENSED for electric and CUSTOM bulldozing and
gas 753-7203
backhoe work, septic sysLIGHT hauling, tree trim- tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
ming & removal. Call Horace Sholar
753-2320, ask for Don
D & D Lawn Care Free

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry. Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
Spring
cleaning
Residential/Commercial
753 5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
436-5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
BUSHHOGGING:free estimates, minimum fee. Call
753-1684 after 4pm.
CARPET binding & fringing. Enger Custom Design
Carpets, 753-7614. Dave &
Lissa Godar owners.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval, Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings: Larry
Chrisman 492-8742.

MILITARY RETIREE- Are
you paying too much for
your Champus supplement> Information on new
100% policy. Call
1-800-627-2824 ext 259

estimates. 489-2296
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintMORTONS Lawn Service ing. Free estimates 18
Free estimates. 753-7252, years experience Local re759-4679.
ferences. 753-2592
NEW look vinyl will cover
houses, carports, out- HADAWAY
Construction.
buildings. No job too small. Remodeling, vinyl siding,
Give you home the "New
vinyl replacement winLook". Call 753-7710 dows,
vinyl flooring.
please leave message.
436-2052.
PAINTING interior & exterHANDYMAN for hire. Roofior. All types of home repair. •
ing, house repair & yards
Free estimates. Call
mowed. 474-2037.
436-5032 anytime.
JIM'S Garden Service.
PEIFER Masonry, brick,
Gardens- breaking, disblock, stone. No job too king, tilling. Lawnsseeding
small. 502-365-3675.
& fertilizing new or existing.
PLUMBING repairman with Blade work & bush same day service Call hogging. Reasonable
rates. 753-3413.
436-5255
RILEY CONSTRUCTION:
remodeling, additions, porches, decjcs, vinyl siding &
trim, roofing, garages&
framing.
Phone
502-489-2907.

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding, VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
painting, plumbing, con- Service Center, cleaningcrete. Free estimates. Call servicing $15, most repairs
-47230. $35. Free estimates.Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Mon.-Fri , 753-0530.
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free es- WINDOW & patio doortimates Day or night, glass replacement
753-5484
753-2330

LOOSE BRUCE HOTDOG CABOOSE
New Permanent Location
North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Tues.-Fri. serving 10a-2:30p

(CABOOSE SPECIAL)
Buy 2 Hot Dogs & Receive
a Free Drink
OR
25 Off on Polish Sausage
we al

a.00
....

Coupon must accompany order Expires 8/31i94
41. MMMMMMMMM
a MO ON al*

fqg !FLOOR

Come. See Our New Store
CARPETS by: Salem, Philadelphia, Aladdin, Ciboney Mills
HARDWOOD by: Bruce. TILE & VINYL
Over 25 Years Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work. Torn Is0

Sales & Installation • 753-7728

Murray
Rd

KNOWS
Maul, KY

BEST STEAIES 3 WESTFAll KETITCV •
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THURSDAY (All Day)
Our Homemade Spaghetti votth
Sauce Served with French Dread

4
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SportVs Original "Kentucipf Hot
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mom(woo to 4130)
Ham Club Sandwich with Nacho chip.
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TUESDAY (All Day)
sack Again - Racer Burger wIelloak

Honest Savings Delivery + Service Sold Only
By Local Exclusive Dealers

Hi don McBride
1.1
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Man=(1630
Special California Chicken

110 1.1.0
1
,
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riCntglIt's
COVIEENG
CAR

Egm 0030to
Golden Fried Catfish Filei-witole
Puppies, & Sporty'. Steak Fria*

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica
colors, free estimates
Wuiffs Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

C1:11
•

Adjust
Electric-ally
to hundreds
of restful
positions.

Saivism
011sred

A-1 Carpentry work New
construction, remodeling,
porches, decks Also house
plans drawn No job too
small Call JAC Construction 436-5398

Reward Yourself
Relax in Comfort

ftwsz.;

A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray_

asevics•
Marl

7L927 We are proud to use <))
VIE recycled newsprint.

!AGE

.

• Alpine radio & speakers

Garage
Sale

Tkaits

753-9966
GREAT investment poten-

NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
oak cabinets. 1280sq tt living, garage Priced upper
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722

Boats
& Motors

Used

Used
Cars

15th & Olive Blvd - Murray. Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm
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THURSDAY. AUGUST 4, 1994

By tile Associated rifts
Today is Thur• sday. August 4, the 216th dij, of 1994. There are 149
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on August 4, 1944, Nazi police raided the secret
annex of a building in Amsterdam and arrested eight people — including 15-year-old Anne Frank, whose diary she kept while in hiding
became a famous account of the Holocaust.(Avg died the following
March at the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.)
On this date:
In 1735, a jury acquiued John Peter Zenger of the "New York
Weekly Journal" of a charge of seditious libel.
In 1790, the U.S. Coast Guard had its beginnings 4s the Revenue
Cutter Service was formed.
In 1830, plans for the city of Chicago were laid out.
In 1892, Andrew and Abby Borden were axed to death in their
home in Fall River, Mass. Lizzie Borden, Andrew Borden's daughter
from a previous marriage, was accused of the killings, but acquitted at
In 1914, Britain declared war on GermAny while the United States
proclaimed its neutrality in World War 1.
In 1964, 30 years ago, the bodies of missing civil rights workers
Michael H. Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James E. Chaney were
found buried inside an earthen dam in Mississippi.
In 1977, President Caner signed a measure establishing the Department of Energy, the first Cabinet-level department created since 1966In 1987, the Federal Communications Commission voted to rescind
the Fairness Doctrine, which required radio and television stations to
present balanced coverage of controversial issues.
In 1991. the Greek luxury liner "Oceanos" sank in heavy seas off
South Africa's southeast coast; all 402 passengers and 179 crewmemtiers survived.
Ten years ago: Carl Lewis won the gold medal in the 100-meter
dash at the Los Angeles Olympics, the first of four medals he won
altogether.

Today's Birthdays: Britain's Queen Mother Elizabeth is 94. The
dean of the White House press corps, Helen Thomas of United Press
International, is 74. The leader of the Palestine Liberation Organization, Yasser Arafat, is 65. Track 'star Mary Decker Slaney is 36. Baseball pitcher Roger Clemens is 32.
Thought for Today: In Spite of everything I still believe that people are really good at heart." — Anne Frank (1929-1945), in her diary
entry of July 15th, 1944.

Prelbytenan Church.
Tear.years aspTwenty years ago
k
-Three local students have been
State University Board
'Murray
awarded scholarships to Murray
named Dr. Kenneth
Regents
of
State University. Lee (Wege)
of College of
dean
as
Harrell
Rushing, daughter of Mr. and
Dr. John H.
STudies;
Humanistic
Mrs. Tom Rushing and Murray
College of
of
dean
as
Lindaucr
High School graduate, has been
awarded the Maurice H. Ryan Business and Public Affairs; W.J.
Memorial Scholarship. Andrew Pitman as acting chairman of
Jobs, son of Sid and Loretta Jobs, Department of Biological SciMurray High graduate, and ences; Dr. Lawrence W. Marrs as
Leland Wesley Steely, son of chairman of Department of SpeWalter and Jane Steely, Calloway cial Education; and Laneue MarCounty High School graduate, vin as director of Personal
Enrichment Center and Coordinahave been awarded S500 Century
tor of Women's Affairs.
Club Scholarships.
Murray Little League All Stars
More Saturday morning classes
to London by the score of 4
lost
are being offered at Murray State
University this fall semester to to 2 in an 11 inning baseball
game at the State Tournament at
accommodate studctns who have
Ashland. Ricky Garland was
difficulty meeting on regular
Murray pitcher.
schedules.
William C. (Bill) Hatcher of
will
Henderson
Terry
The Rev.
West Palm Beach, Fla., is speaker
be speaker at a revival meeting
for a gospel meeting at Union
this week at Liberty Cumberland

Grove Church of Christ.
Thirty years age
Another day of blistering heat
baked Murray and Calloway
County today. At noon today the
temperature was at 103 degrees.
Yesterday's high was 100
degrees.
Jean C. Buckner, Cecilia Faye
Caviu and Phyllis E. Tucker. all
of Murray, have received summer
scholarship music awards at Murray State College.
The contract for three surfacing projects on Center Ridge
Church Road, Evert Housden
Road and Lassiter Road in Calloway County has been awarded by
Kentucky Department of
Highways.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Riggins of
South 16th Street. Murray, were
married for 50 years on July 26.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Thompson,

July 9.
Forty years alp
Emile Ezell, owner of College
Beauty Shop on North 16th
Street, Murray, will opema Beauty Operators' School at a building
at South Sixth and Poplar Streets,
Murray. about Sept. 1. Mrs. Ezell
will be director of the school.
Third Class Radarman Porter
Hutchens, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Hutchens, has completed
his tour of duty with the United
States Navy. He has recently
been stationed in France.
The Rev. Earl Ledford of Tullahoma, Tenn„ will be speaker at
revival services at NeW Block
Church of Jesus Christ, located
three miles east of Almo, starting
Aug. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Han of
Flint, Mich., are the guests of
their daughter, Mrs. John Parker
and Mr. Parker.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: How rude and
ignorant can people be? Nly daughter was married 10 days ago.
Despite the fact that both sets of
parents are divorced, everyone got
along ias it should be' and had a
wonderful time.
My complaint concerns "noshows" — people who RSVP'd in the
affirmative and failed to appear. We
had the reception at a nice hotel,
and limited our guest list to the
number of people we could afford to
have. We made individual favors for
each person, and went to a great
deal of trouble and expense to make
this day one my daughter and her
new husband would remember forever.

Abby, a full one-quarter of the
confirmed guests did not show up!
Don't people realize that we had to
provide the hotel with a guaranteed
number of guests two days before
the reception, and had to pay for
them regardless? If these people
had bothered to call and let us know
their plans had changed, we could
have saved $400.
Abby, please tell your readers to
seriously consider their plans before
responding to an RSVP. and if circumstances change after accepting.
Li) at least give the concerned party
the courtesy of a telephone call as
soon as possible.
Please use my Ilan*. I am so
angry xvith these people. maybe

they will see this letter and know
how much hurt they have caused by
their lack ofcommon courtesy.
ARLENE E. DIFFERDING,
SUMMERVILLE,S.C.

DEAR ARLENE: Please be
assured that you are speaking
for many who have paid a tidy
sum for "no-shows." Such insensitivity is inexcusable

DEAR ABBY: In regard to the
letter questioning which side of the
bed folks sleep on, and how the
baby, or the telephone, may produce
that decision:

During a recent visit to the atican Museum,our guide informed us
that in ancient Rome, the man
always slept on the right side in
order to have access to his sword for
protecting himself and his family.
So, this is not a "silly" question,
nor is the question of why men's
and women's clothing button from
opposite sides. The answer can be
found in history, as well.
LESLIE BARNES,DALLAS

DEAR LESLIE BARNES:
Now I am intrigued. Why do
men's and women's clothing
button from opposite sides?
Please write again and let me
know.
* * *

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

THERE'S NOTHING
WRONG wiTH
THAT W YOU
LOVE HIM

By GARY LARSON

RANDOM THOUGHTS:"Anyone who thinks the way to a
man's heart is through his stomAch must have flunked anatomy."(Anonymous, but it sounds
like Woody Allen.)
*5*
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For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a busi•
nese-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3,95 44.50 in
Canada I to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box' 447, Mount Morris. III, 610540447. I Postage is included.,

CALVIN and HOBBES

DR. GOTT
By,Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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1 Limb
4 Actress -Garbo
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12 Also
13 — — in the
hand
14 Hawaiian food
15 Rose oil
17 — TV ratings
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21 Cornda cheer
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under a road
25 Mountains of
South
America
29 Alternative
word
30 Record ut
events
32 Temporary
shelter
33 Labor org
35 Japanese
gateway
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38 VP's superior

or FOR WORSE

NEW FURNI1DRE,70MN.

At the Grizzly Ball, only Alice, with her kind heart,
would not refuse to dance with Adams.
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MAYBE YOU SHOULD GIVE UP THIS INSANE LOVE
AFFAIR..JUST LET THINGS HAPPEN „THAT'S WHAT
I'VE DONE WITH MY SWEET BABB00...
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DEAR DR. GOTT: For the past five
years, from time to time, my feet peel.
The situation isn't uncomfortable, but
it's annoying. What causes suchenormous amounts of skin to peel from my
feet?
DEAR READER: Peeling feet often
reflect the presence of a fungus infection, resembling athlete's foot. in the
skin. The yeast disrupts the integrity
of the skin, causing portions of dead
skin (callus) to peel away.
This condition can easily be diagnosed by your family doctor, using
skin scrapings that are specially
treated and examined in the laboratory.
If a fungus is identified. treatment
with anti-fungal creams,. such as
Nizoral, should cure the condition.
If no fungus is present in the skin
sample, you should be referred to a
dermatologist, because skin diseatts,
such as eczema and psoriasis. can
also cause peeling feet and should be
treated with other prescription medications.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Eczema and Psoriasis."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2433, New York, NY 10163. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR, GOTT: I use cornstarch
as a dusting powder and have been
very pleased with the results. Now I
am concerned about whether inhalation of pure cornstarch can cause an
accumulation in the lungs like coal
dust or asbestos particles. Since it is
corn-based, can it be absorbed by the
body and disposed of as waste?
DEAR READER: Cornstarch is a
digestible substance, unlike asbestos,
silica and talc. Therefore,it will not
cause lung damage or respiratory disorders when used appropriately as a
dusting powder.
Obviously, as with any inhaled
vapor or dust, you should minimize

your exposure (by not breathing in

excessive quantities of cornstarch).
However, when used prudently, this
product is safe and, as you've discovered, quite -effective--as--taleum-powder.
DEAR DR. GO'TT: I'm a 31-year-old
male in good shape. I have an adequate diet and generally take a multivitamin. daily. I play softball and soccer and when I get hit. I bruise. I've
noticed in the past few months that
my bruises develop more easily and
are bigger and more colorful than
they ever were. Should I contact a
general practitioner or hematologist?
DEAR READER: Contact your family physician. If your bruises are not
merely caused by your active sports
schedule and you have developed a
problem with blood coagulation, your
family doctor can diagnose the condition, using simple and relatively inexpensive blood tests — after having
examined you,of course.
C 1994 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Clinton backs Altman, but he is not watching hearings
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WASHINGTON (AP) — As
top Treasury Department officials
are questioned in House and
Senate Whitewater hearings,
President Clinton — who
"watched none" of the testimony
- is expressing confidence in
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger
Altman.
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen was to testify before the
House today, a day after his former Senate colleagues told him
Altman and other subordinates
gave contradictory and incomplete testimony.
The Senate hearings turn to a
host of White House officials,
including Margaret Williams,
Hillary Rodham Clinton's chief
of staff, and Mack McLarty, a
senior presidential adviser.
Altman, the No. 2 Treasury
official, has emerged as the central figure in the hearings so far
because his testimony is at odds
with a number of other administration officials.
But he got a boost Wednesday
night from his old college buddy,
Clinton.
"The secretary of the Treasury
has confidence in him and so do
I," Clinton told a White House
news conference.
Clinton said he "watched none
of these hearings" because he's
been too busy.
Asked if he was angry when
Altman disqualified himself from
the Whitcwater investigation in
February, Clinton said, "The
only thing that upset me was I
did not want to see him stampeded into it if it was the right
thing to do."
However, during Altman's testimony before the Senate on
Tuesday — and when White
House lawyers appeared there
Wednesday — senators said the
problem was the reverse
situation.
Republicans, joined by Banking Committee Chairman Donald
Riegle Jr., D-Mich., said it
appeared that Altman was pressured by the White House to
remain in charge of the Whitewater inquiry that involved his
friend the president.
Riegle pulled out a transcript
of Altman's 12 hours of testimony the day before. Altman had
said he entered a meeting at the
White House on Feb. 2, having
decided to disqualify himself.
After then-White House
Counsel Bernard Nussbaum
raised objections, Riegle said,
Altman changed his mind and
remained in. the case for several
more weeks — until he began
facing intense political heat from
Congress.
Riegle said, as Republicans
watched with glee, "The practical fact is that Altman came into
that meeting going this way on
recusal (in favor) and within 24
hours changed his view and is
going in the opposite direction
(against)." He said there was a
'cause and effect relationship
here and it should not have

happened."
Altman's problems began when
he became, in addition to his
Treasury job, acting chief of the
Resolution Trust Corp.
The RTC has been looking at
potential civil and criminal violations involving Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan Associatiop, a
failed S&L that may have suffered losses from the pregident's
former Arkansas land deaf. It was
owned by Clinton's business

partner in the Whitewater land
venture.
Altman briefed White House
officials about RTC requests for a
Justice Department criminal
probe. He misled the Senate —
unintentionally, he said — by
failing to report dozens of contacts between Treasury and White
House officials and by failing to
mention his personal struggle
with disqualification.
"You were the political con-
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Nutter, a graduate of Boone
Conty High School in northern
Kentucky, joined the department
on Aug. 19, 1988.
Sgt. Charles Bauman, a fire
department spokesman, said Nutter was the first Louisville firefighter to die in the line of duty
since 1987 when William
Schnclling suffered a heart attack
while battling a blaze.
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Firefighters
mourn comrade
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Flags were lowered to half-staff
and firefighters covered their
badges with black ribbons in
memory of a Louisville fire
sergeant killed when a burning
building's roof gave way.
Sgt. John "Strawn" Nutter,
28, and two other firefighters had
climbed._ atop the building early
Wednesday to ventilate it by cutting holes in the roof. When the
roof collapsed, sending flames 20
fed into the air, Nutter fell into
an inaccessible room in the building, authorities said. It took
rescuers as long as 10 minutes to
reach him; he died at University
of Louisville Hospital a short
time later of third-degree burns
and smoke inhalation.
The , other two firefighters
escaped from the roof unharmed.
Louisville Fire Chief Russell
Sanders said Nutter's air mask
had been pulled away from his
race, but he was unsure whether
it was dislodged in the fall or
whether Nutter may have
removed it because he ran out of

Bentsen, "I think that's a probkm we can't have again."
In another development, Rep.
Jim Leach, R-Iowa, discloosed
new evidence that he said suggested "a major effort to block"
the Madison probe.
Leach said RTC lawyers, in an
"unprecedented" action, prepared a crit:cal 13-page analysis
of the Whitewater-related inquiry
last fall and sent it to the prosecutors who were reviewing the
referrals.

September. He also blamed her
for failing to correct his incomplete testimony last February.
At the House hearing, Hanson
— who said Altman told her to
brief the White House — struck
back in a personal way. "I understand in Mr. Altman's situation
that he would be inclined to
blame me," she replied, "but I
won't return the favor."
That contradiction and others
involving Treasury officials was
too much for Riegle. He lectured

tact, you knew you were the
friend" of the president and first
lady, Rep. Bill McCollum, RFla., told Altman.
The question of disqualification "is a false issue," Altman
replied, repeating his Senate testimony that he already let RTC
officials know they should keep
him out of the case.
Altman said Treasury General
Counsel Jean Hanson briefed the
White House on criminal referrals without his knowledge last
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